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Polarized electron-deuteron deep-inelastic scattering with spectator nucleon tagging
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Background: Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) on the deuteron with detection of a proton in the nuclear fragmen-
tation region (spectator tagging) represents a unique method for extracting the free neutron structure functions
and studying their modifications by nuclear binding. The measured proton momentum controls the nuclear con-
figuration during the DIS process and enables a differential analysis of nuclear effects. Combined with electron
and deuteron polarization, spectator tagging can be used to extract the free neutron spin structure functions and
explore spin-dependent nuclear effects. Such measurements would become possible with the future electron-ion
collider (EIC) with polarized electron and deuteron beams and forward proton detectors.

Purpose: Develop theoretical framework for polarized deuteron DIS with spectator tagging. Calculate the
differential cross section and spin observables with spectator tagging; separate low-energy nuclear structure from
high-energy DIS process; calculate the polarized deuteron spectral function; study the dependence on the tagged
proton momentum; formulate procedures for neutron spin structure extraction.

Methods: The spin density matrix formalism is used to describe general deuteron polarization in collider exper-
iments in relativistically covariant form (vector and tensor polarization, pure states and ensembles). Light-front
(LF) quantum mechanics is employed to factorize nuclear and nucleonic structure in the DIS process. The po-
larized deuteron LF wave function in the proton-neutron degrees of freedom is constructed in a 4-dimensional
representation (4-vectors, bispinors), which avoids the use of explicit Melosh rotations and permits efficient eval-
uation of spin sums. Correspondence with nonrelativistic deuteron structure in the rest frame is established. The
polarized deuteron LF spectral function is constructed to summarize the relevant deuteron structure information.
Tagged deuteron structure functions are calculated in the impulse approximation (IA). Free neutron structure
functions and spin asymmetries are extracted using complex analyticity in the tagged proton momentum (pole
extrapolation).

Results: General formulas for the polarized tagged deuteron cross section in relativistically invariant form (de-
polarization factors, structure functions, spin asymmetries). Analytic and numerical results for the polarized
deuteron LF spectral function and the nucleon LF momentum distributions (vector and tensor polarization, S
and D-waves). Practical expressions for the polarized tagged deuteron structure functions in the IA, permit-
ting studies of the tagged proton momentum dependence and free neutron structure extraction through pole
extrapolation.

Conclusions: Tagged DIS provides new tools for precise neutron spin structure measurements. D-wave depolar-
ization can be eliminated through the tagged proton momentum dependence. The neutron spin structure function
g1n can be extracted efficiently from the tagged deuteron helicity asymmetry (±1 states only, 0 state not needed).
The methods can be extended to study tensor-polarized observables, spin-orbit effects in deuteron breakup, and
exclusive and diffractive scattering processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exploring the spin-dependent partonic structure of the
nucleon and the numerous polarization-induced phenom-
ena in QCD processes is a principal objective of mod-
ern nuclear physics; see Refs. [1–4] for a review. This
program requires measurements of deep-inelastic lepton
scattering (DIS) on both the proton and the neutron.
Proton and neutron data are needed to separate the
isovector and isoscalar combinations of the nucleon spin
structure functions, which are subject to different short–
distance dynamics (QCD evolution, higher–twist effects,
small–x asymptotics) and give access to different com-
binations of the parton densities (non-singlet quarks vs.
gluons and singlet quarks) [5–9].

The isovector structure function g1p−g1n exhibits pure
non-singlet QCD evolution and provides direct access to
the flavor-nonsinglet polarized quark densities. Its mo-
ment (integral over x) can be used for precision studies of
perturbative QCD and extraction of the strong coupling
constant, see Refs. [10–17] and references therein, and
is asymptotically constrained by the Bjorken sum rule,
a fundamental prediction of current algebra that can be
tested experimentally [18]. The isoscalar structure func-
tion g1p+g1n exhibits singlet evolution and can be used to
extract the polarized gluon density and the flavor-singlet
polarized quark densities. Both isospin combinations are
needed to determine the flavor decomposition of the po-
larized quark densities and their contributions to the nu-
cleon spin; see Refs. [5–9] and references therein. The
subasymptotic power corrections to the spin structure
functions give access to higher-twist matrix elements de-
scribing non-perturbative quark-gluon correlations in the

nucleon, for which theoretical calculations predict a sig-
nificant isospin dependence [19–22], consistent with em-
pirical extractions [23, 24]. Neutron and proton data
together are also needed to explore the dynamical mech-
anisms causing single-spin asymmetries in semi-inclusive
DIS, where there are signs of large isovector structures,
see Refs. [25, 26] and references therein.

Neutron spin structure functions are measured in DIS
on polarized light nuclei, principally the deuteron d ≡ 2H
and 3He. Experiments have been performed at SLAC
[27–34] , DESY HERMES [35, 36], CERN SMC [37],
CERN COMPASS [38–40] and JLab 6 GeV [13, 41–44],
and will be extended further with the JLab 12 GeV
Upgrade [45]. The extraction of the neutron structure
functions from the nuclear DIS data faces considerable
theoretical challenges; see [46–54] and references therein.
The DIS process can happen on the protons or neutrons
in the nucleus, causing dilution of the neutron signal.
Spin depolarization occurs due to higher partial waves in
the nuclear wave function. Nuclear binding modifies the
apparent neutron structure functions through the Fermi
motion and dynamical effects (EMC effect at x > 0.3; an-
tishadowing at x ∼ 0.1; nuclear shadowing at x < 0.01).
These modifications reveal different aspects of nucleon
interactions in QCD and are themselves objects of study.
In spin structure measurements with polarized 3He, the
presence of ∆ isobars in the nuclear wave function (non-
nucleonic degrees of freedom) [52, 53] modifies the ef-
fective neutron polarization compared to non-relativistic
nuclear structure calculations [48, 55].

The main difficulty in the theoretical treatment of the
nuclear modifications lies in the fact that they strongly
depend on the nuclear configurations present during the
DIS process. Both the state of motion and the strength of
interaction of the active nucleon depend on the configura-
tion and exhibit considerable variation, as determined by
the quantum-mechanical motion of the interacting sys-
tem. In inclusive measurements one attempts to account
for these effects by modeling their dependence on the
nuclear configuration and summing over all configura-
tions. The resulting theoretical uncertainty represents a
significant source of the systematic error in neutron spin
structure function extraction. Efforts should be made to
reduce this theoretical uncertainty as the experimental
data are becoming more precise. Another strategy is to
consider alternative measurements that permit control of
the nuclear configuration during the DIS process.

DIS on the deuteron with detection of a proton in the
nuclear fragmentation region, e + d → e′ + X + p, rep-
resents a unique method for performing neutron struc-
ture measurements in controlled nuclear configurations
[56]. The proton is detected with momenta pp . 300
MeV in the deuteron rest frame. At such momenta the
deuteron can be described with good accuracy in terms of
nucleonic degrees of freedom (pn), and its wave function
in nucleonic degrees of freedom is known well both in
non-relativistic and in LF quantum mechanics (see be-
low). Configurations with ∆ isobars are suppressed in
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the isospin-0 system [56]. The detection of the proton
identifies DIS events with active neutron and eliminates
dilution. The measurement of the proton momentum
controls the nuclear configuration during the DIS process
and enables a differential treatment of nuclear effects. By
extrapolating the proton momentum dependence to the
unphysical region one can reach pn configurations where
the neutron is effectively free, and nuclear binding ef-
fects and final-state interactions disappear, which makes
possible the extraction of free neutron structure (pole
extrapolation, or on-shell extrapolation) [57]. The tech-
nique is theoretically appealing and practically feasible.
If it could be applied to polarized electron-deuteron scat-
tering with proton tagging, one could use it to extract the
free neutron spin structure function.

Measurements of DIS on the deuteron with proton tag-
ging have been performed in fixed-target experiments at
JLab with 6 GeV beam energy with the CLAS spectrom-
eter and the BoNuS proton detector [58, 59]. The data
provide constraints on the F2n/F2d structure function
ratio and the d/u quark density ratio at large x. The
measurements will be extended to 11 GeV energy with
the BoNuS and ALERT detectors [60, 61]. The BoNuS
setup detects only protons with momenta pp & 70 MeV,
as slower protons cannot escape the target; the measure-
ments therefore use only a small part of the deuteron
momentum distribution and preclude accurate on-shell
extrapolation. The setup is also limited to unpolarized
targets. Other DIS experiments with proton and neutron
tagging at larger momenta pp,n ∼ few 100 MeV explore
the EMC effect and its connection with nucleon short-
range correlations [62–64].

The future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) at BNL will
greatly expand the capabilities for DIS measurements
on the proton and on light and heavy ions [65, 66].
The proposed design will enable electron-proton col-
lisions at center-of-mass (CM) energies

√
sep ∼ 20–

140 GeV and luminosities ∼ 1033–1034 cm−2 s−1, and
electron-deuteron collisions at electron-nucleon CM en-
ergies

√
seN ∼ 20–100 GeV and similar luminosities per

nucleon [67, 68].1 In DIS on the deuteron at the col-
lider, the spectator nucleon moves forward with approx-
imately half the deuteron beam momentum and can be
detected with forward detectors integrated into the inter-
action region. The development and integration of such
forward detectors have been a priority of the machine
design effort and have made major progress. The cur-
rent conceptual design includes a magnetic dipole spec-
trometer with multiple active elements for forward pro-
ton detection, and a zero-degree calorimeter for forward

1 For a given ion/proton storage ring design (ring radius, magnetic
field, etc.), the energy per nucleon in a relativistic ion beam
with A > 1 is generally lower than that of a proton beam by a
factor Z/A (the nuclear charge to mass number ratio). When the
ion/proton beams collide with an electron beam of fixed energy,
the squared CM energies per nucleon of the collision are therefore
related as seN ≈ (Z/A) sep.

neutron detection. The apparatus can detect protons
with transverse momenta from zero to ∼ few 100 MeV
with a resolution . 30 MeV, and longitudinal momenta
from ∼ 0.5–1.5 times the nominal spectator momentum;
for details and neutron detection see Ref. [69]. The EIC
thus provides excellent capabilities for deuteron DIS with
proton tagging. The collider offers many advantages over
the fixed-target setup: protons can be detected down to
zero momentum in the deuteron rest frame; the magnetic
spectrometer provides good momentum resolution; and
tagged measurements can be performed with polarized
deuteron beams.

Polarization of the deuteron beams in the EIC is re-
garded as technically possible and considered as a fu-
ture option [68]. Maintaining deuteron polarization in
a storage ring is more challenging than proton polar-
ization, as the small magnetic moment of the deuteron
renders spin manipulation more difficult. Possibilities
for realizing deuteron polarization in the EIC circular
storage ring are under investigation; see e.g. Ref. [70].
(A unique solution to the problem of deuteron polariza-
tion is a figure-8 layout of the ion ring that compensates
the spin precession within one turn, as was proposed in
an earlier alternative EIC design [71].) Together with
the forward detection capabilities, deuteron polarization
raises the prospect of using polarized deuteron DIS with
proton tagging for precision measurements of neutron
spin structure at EIC. The setup could also be used for
measurements of bound proton spin structure with neu-
tron tagging, of spin-dependent diffractive processes on
the deuteron with proton and neutron tagging, and of
tensor-polarized deuteron structure. The physics poten-
tial such measurements at EIC has been explored in an
R&D project [72–74].

In this article we develop the theoretical framework
for DIS on the polarized deuteron with spectator tag-
ging. The development proceeds in three steps. In the
first step, we derive the general expressions of the dif-
ferential cross section of polarized electron-deuteron DIS
with spectator tagging for the case of arbitrary deuteron
polarization (vector and tensor), including the spin asym-
metry observables corresponding to specific polarization
states in colliding-beam experiments (depolarization fac-
tors). In the second step we separate the high-energy
DIS process from the low-energy nuclear structure us-
ing methods of light-front quantization, calculate the
deuteron structure elements entering in the description
of tagged DIS in the impulse approximation (IA), and
study their properties (limiting cases, sum rules). In the
third step we evaluate the longitudinal spin asymmetries
in polarized tagged DIS, study their dependence on the
tagged proton momentum analytically and numerically,
and formulate the procedures for neutron spin structure
extraction, including pole extrapolation. We find that
the neutron spin structure function g1n can be extracted
efficiently from the tagged longitudinal spin asymmetry
formed with the deuteron’s ±1 spin states only (without
the 0 state, involving effective tensor polarization). We
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comment on possible extensions of the methods to the
study of tensor-polarized observables, spin-orbit effects
in deuteron breakup, and exclusive scattering processes.
Many of the applications considered here were originally
discussed in the work of Ref. [75]. Some preliminary re-
sults of our study were reported earlier in Ref. [76].

Our theoretical treatment of deuteron structure in
tagged DIS employs the methods of LF quantization of
nuclear systems developed in Refs. [46, 56] and summa-
rized in Ref. [77] (for a general review of LF quantiza-
tion, see Refs. [78–80]). High-energy processes such as
DIS probe the nucleus at fixed LF time x+ = x0 + x3. A
description of the nucleus in terms of nucleonic degrees
of freedom at fixed x+ permits a smooth matching of
nuclear and nucleonic structure, preserves the partonic
sum rules for the nucleus (baryon number, LF momen-
tum, spin), and exhibits a close correspondence with non-
relativistic nuclear structure. The LF wave function of
the deuteron in nucleon degrees of freedom can be ob-
tained by solving the dynamical equation with realistic
NN interactions or constructed approximately from the
nonrelativistic wave function. The deuteron and nucleon
spin states are introduced as LF helicity states, or boost-
invariant extensions of the rest-frame spin states, and the
deuteron LF spin structure is obtained in direct analogy
to the nonrelativistic system (S and D waves). In the tra-
ditional “3-dimensional” formulation of LF spin structure
one describes the nucleons by LF 2-spinors that are re-
lated to the canonical 2-spinors by the Melosh rotation,
and constructs the deuteron LF wave function from the
3-dimensional wave function in the center-of-mass frame.
In the present work we employ a “4-dimensional” for-
mulation [75, 81], in which the nucleons are described
by LF bispinors and the coupling to the deuteron is im-
plemented through a 4-dimensional vertex function (the
equivalence of the two formulations is demonstrated in
Appendix B). It permits efficient evaluation of the sums
over the nucleon LF helicities and leads to LF formulas
in close analogy with those of relativistically covariant
quantum field theory (Feynman diagrams). In particu-
lar, in the 4-dimensional formulation the effective polar-
ization of the neutron in the deuteron (at a given LF
momentum) can be described by a spin density matrix
of the same form as that in covariant field theory, with
the entire deuteron structure information condensed in
an axial 4-vector (polarization vector).

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the formalism of relativistic spin density matrices
of the spin-1/2 and spin-1 system, which will be used
throughout this work. In Sec. III we present the gen-
eral expressions of the cross section and structure func-
tions of tagged DIS on the polarized deuteron with vector
and tensor polarization, including the spin asymmetries
measured in colliding-beam experiments. We express the
kinematic factors (effective polarizations, depolarization
factors) in manifestly relativistically invariant form as
suitable for colliding-beam experiments. In Sec. IV we
summarize the elements of LF quantization and describe

the deuteron LF wave function in the 4-dimensional for-
mulation of the spin structure, including its correspon-
dence with the nonrelativistic wave function. In Sec. V
we develop the formalism for the evaluation of nucleon
one-body operators in the polarized deuteron at fixed
LF momentum of the spectator. We derive the effec-
tive spin density matrix of the neutron, calculate the
LF momentum distribution of the neutron in the polar-
ized deuteron, and study its momentum and spin de-
pendence. In Sec. VI we calculate the polarized tagged
DIS cross section and the spin asymmetries in the IA,
separating nuclear and nucleonic structure, and study
the dependence on the tagged proton momentum. In
Sec. VII we study the analytic properties in the tagged
proton momentum and discuss the strategies for neutron
spin structure extraction through pole extrapolation. In
Sec. VIII we summarize the methodological and practical
results and discuss possible extensions of the methods to
other scattering processes and to nuclei with A > 2. Ap-
pendix A summarizes the definition and properties of the
LF helicity spinors used in the calculations. Appendix B
describes the 3-dimensional formulation of the deuteron
spin structure in LF quantization and demonstrates the
equivalence to the 4-dimensional formulation used in the
calculations.

Some explanations are in order regarding the limita-
tions of the present study. In the polarized tagged DIS
cross section we consider only the structures after inte-
gration over the azimuthal angle of the proton (in the
frame where the deuteron and the virtual photon mo-
menta are collinear); these structures correspond to those
measured in “untagged” DIS and are used for neutron
spin structure function extraction. When the azimuthal
angle dependence is included, the number of independent
structures in the polarized tagged DIS cross section for
the spin-1 target becomes very considerable, especially in
the case of tensor polarization; this case will be consid-
ered in a separate study [82].

In the treatment of nuclear structure effects we limit
ourselves to the IA, which is sufficient for studying the
tagged spin asymmetries used for neutron structure ex-
traction and their analytic properties at small proton mo-
menta. FSI in unpolarized tagged DIS at intermediate x
(∼ 0.1–0.5) were calculated in Ref. [77] and found to be
moderate at proton momenta .100 MeV (in the deuteron
rest frame); the calculations could be extended to the
polarized case. In the practical applications we consider
the leading-twist longitudinal spin asymmetries used for
tagged measurements of the neutron spin structure func-
tion g1n; our general expressions cover also the power-
suppressed transverse spin asymmetry and the contri-
butions of g2n, and the IA calculations could easily be
extended to these observables.
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II. SPIN DENSITY MATRICES

A. Spin-1/2 particle

We begin by reviewing the formalism of spin density
matrices for ensembles of spin states (mixed polarization
states) of spin-1/2 and spin-1 particles. We focus on
the relativistically covariant representation of the density
matrices in terms of 4-vectors and tensors, which will be
used throughout the subsequent calculations.

Consider a relativistic spin-1/2 particle with spin
states labeled by the quantum number λ = ± 1

2 ; the exact
definition of the spin states is not needed here and will
be specified later. An ensemble of spin states is described
by the density matrix in spin quantum numbers,

ρ(λ, λ′),
∑
λ

ρ(λ, λ) = 1. (2.1)

Each spin state of the particle corresponds to a bispinor
wave function u(p, λ), normalized such that ūu = 2m,
where p is the 4-momentum and m the mass. The spin
density matrix in bispinor representation is defined as

ρ ≡
∑
λ,λ′

ρ(λ, λ′) u(p, λ)ū(p, λ′), tr[ρ] = 2m. (2.2)

A general spin observable is given by a matrix in spin
quantum numbers O(λ′, λ). In the bispinor representa-
tion it corresponds to a bilinear form

O(λ′, λ) ≡ ū(λ′, p)Γu(λ, p), (2.3)

where the specific form of the matrix Γ depends on the
observable. The expectation value of the observable in
the spin ensemble is then obtained as

〈O〉 ≡
∑
λ,λ′

ρ(λ, λ′)O(λ′, λ) = tr[ρΓ]. (2.4)

The spin density matrix Eq. (2.2) transforms covariantly
under Lorentz transformations. It can be decomposed
into an unpolarized and a polarized part,

ρ = ρ[unpol] + ρ[pol]. (2.5)

The unpolarized part depends only on the particle 4-
momentum and is given by

ρ[unpol] = 1
2 (pγ +m) [pγ ≡ pµγµ]. (2.6)

The polarized part is parameterized in terms of a real
axial 4-vector s (“polarization 4-vector”)

ρ[pol] = 1
2 (pγ +m)(sγ)γ5, sp = 0, (2.7a)

sµ = − 1

2m
tr[ργµγ5], (2.7b)

where we follow the conventions of Ref. [83],2

γ5 ≡ −iγ0γ1γ2γ3, (2.8a)

tr
[
γαγβγγγδγ5

]
= 4iεαβγδ, ε0123 = 1. (2.8b)

The polarization 4-vector is, up to a factor, equal to the
axial current of the particle. Specifically, in the parti-
cle’s rest frame, p[RF] = (m,0), the components of the
polarization 4-vector are

s[RF] = (0,S), 0 ≤ |S|2 ≤ 1, (2.9a)

Si =
∑
λ,λ′

ρ(λ, λ′)σi(λ′, λ). (2.9b)

S is the polarization 3-vector in the rest frame, and
σi(λ′, λ) ≡ 〈λ′|σi|λ〉(i = 1, 2, 3) are the matrix ele-
ments of the spin operator between states with spin pro-
jections λ and λ′ [if the spin is quantized along the
z-axis, these matrix elements are the Pauli matrices:
σi(λ′, λ) = (σi)λ′λ]. It follows that the 4-vector in any
frame satisfies

s2 < 0, 0 ≤ |s2| ≤ 1. (2.10)

B. Spin-1 particle

The spin-1 particle can be treated in analogy with the
spin-1/2 case; see Ref. [84, 85] for a general discussion.
The spin states of the spin-1 particle are labeled by the
quantum number λ = (−1, 0, 1). An ensemble of spin
states is described by the density matrix

ρ(λ, λ′),
∑
λ

ρ(λ, λ) = 1. (2.11)

Each spin state corresponds to a 4-vector wave function

εα(p, λ), ε2 = −1, εp = 0. (2.12)

The spin density matrix in 4-tensor representation is de-
fined as

ραβ ≡
∑
λ,λ′

ρ(λ, λ′) εα(p, λ)εβ∗(p, λ′) (2.13a)

pαρ
αβ = ραβpβ = 0, ραα = −1. (2.13b)

A general spin observable is given by a matrix in spin
quantum numbers O(λ′, λ). In the 4-tensor representa-
tion it corresponds to a bilinear form

O(λ′, λ) ≡ εβ∗(λ′)Rβαε
α(λ), (2.14)

2 In this convention the sign of γ5 is opposite to the Bjorken-Drell
convention.
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and the expectation value in the ensemble is obtained as

〈O〉 ≡
∑
λ,λ′

ρ(λ, λ′)O(λ′, λ) = ραβRβα. (2.15)

The spin density matrix Eq. (2.13a) can be decomposed
into an unpolarized, a vector-polarized, and a tensor-
polarized part,

ραβ = ραβ [unpol] + ραβ [vector] + ραβ [tensor]. (2.16)

The unpolarized part is given by

ραβ [unpol] =
1

3

(
−gαβ +

pαpβ

p2

)
. (2.17)

The vector-polarized part is parameterized in terms of
a real axial 4-vector s [cf. Eq. (2.7b) for the spin-1/2
particle]

ραβ [vector] =
i

2M
εαβγδpγsδ, sp = 0, (2.18a)

sµ = ραβ(Lµ)βα, (2.18b)

(Lµ)βα ≡ i

M
εµνβαpν , (2.18c)

(Lµ)αβ = −(Lµ)βα, (Lµ)αβpµ = 0. (2.18d)

Here M is the particle mass, and the antisymmetric ma-
trices (Lµ)αβ are the 4-dimensional representation of the
generators of spatial rotations. In the particle’s rest
frame p = (M,0) the components of the axial vector
are

s[RF] = (0,S), 0 < |S|2 < 1, (2.19a)

Si =
∑
λ,λ′

ρ(λ, λ′)Li(λ′, λ). (2.19b)

S is the polarization 3-vector in the rest frame, and
Li(λ′, λ) = 〈λ′|Li|λ〉 is the angular momentum operator,
represented as a matrix in the spin quantum numbers λ′

and λ. Again it follows that in any frame

s2 < 0, 0 < |s2| < 1. (2.20)

The description of vector polarization of the spin-1 par-
ticle is thus completely analogous to that of the spin-1/2
particle.

The tensor-polarized part of the density matrix
Eq. (2.13a) is specific to the spin-1 system. It can be
parameterized in terms of a real, symmetric, traceless
4-tensor tµν ,

ραβ [tensor] = −tαβ , (2.21a)

tαβ = tβα, tαα = 0, pαt
αβ = tαβpβ = 0.

(2.21b)

In the rest frame the 4-tensor components are

t0β [RF] = tα0[RF] = 0, tij [RF] ≡ T ij , (2.22a)

T ij = T ji, T ii = 0. (2.22b)

T ij is the conventional 3-dimensional polarization ten-
sor in the rest frame. Its general decomposition, posi-
tivity conditions, and other properties, are described in
Ref. [85].3 In the present study we need only a special
tensor structure, which can be constructed directly in 4-
dimensional form (see below); we therefore do not need
to consider the general properties of the 3-dimensional
tensor.

In applications we need the spin density matrices of
pure states polarized along some given direction. They
can be constructed in 4-dimensional form, as a super-
position of the unpolarized, vector-polarized and tensor-
polarized parts with certain parameters. The vector-
polarized part is expressed in terms of the special axial
4-vector

sµ(N,Λ) ≡ ΛNµ, pN = 0, N2 = −1, (2.23)

where the 4-vector N defines the direction of polarization
and Λ = (−1, 0,+1) is the spin projection along that
direction. Note that sµ = 0 in the state with Λ = 0. The
tensor-polarized part is expressed in terms of the special
tensor

tαβ(N,Λ) ≡ 1

6

(
gαβ − pαpβ

p2
+ 3NαNβ

)
×
{

1, Λ = ±1
(−2), Λ = 0

}
. (2.24)

The density matrices of the pure states polarized in the
direction N are then given by

ραβ(N,Λ) = ραβ [unpol]

+ ραβ [vector, s(N,Λ)]

+ ραβ [tensor, t(N,Λ)], (2.25a)

ραβ(N,±1) =
1

2

(
−gαβ +

pαpβ

p2
−NαNβ

)
± i

2M
εαβγδpγNδ, (2.25b)

ραβ(N, 0) = NαNβ . (2.25c)

Eqs. (2.25b) and (2.25c) can be verified in the rest frame,
by considering the case of polarization along the z-axis,
N = (0, ez), and comparing with the explicit expression

3 The prefactor accompanying the tensor in Eq. (2.21a) is con-
ventional. We choose −1 in order to simplify the subsequent
covariant expressions. Reference [85] uses −

√
2/3.
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of the density matrix in terms of the polarization vec-
tors; the general relation then follows from relativistic
covariance.

Notice that the pure states with projections ±1 involve
the unpolarized, vector-polarized and tensor-polarized
parts of the density matrix, while the state with projec-
tion 0 involves only the unpolarized and tensor-polarized
parts. Conversely, the unpolarized, vector-polarized and
tensor-polarized parts are expressed as combinations of
pure spin states as

ραβ [unpol]

=
1

3

[
ραβ(N,+1) + ραβ(N,−1) + ραβ(N, 0)

]
, (2.26a)

ραβ [vector, s(N,±1)]

= ±1

2

[
ραβ(N,+1)− ραβ(N,−1)

]
, (2.26b)

ραβ [vector, s(N, 0)] = 0, (2.26c)

ραβ [tensor, t(N,±1)]

=
1

6

[
ραβ(N,+1) + ραβ(N,−1)− 2ραβ(N, 0)

]
, (2.26d)

ραβ [tensor, t(N, 0)]

= −1

3

[
ραβ(N,+1) + ραβ(N,−1)− 2ραβ(N, 0)

]
.

(2.26e)

The relations demonstrate how vector and tensor polar-
ization can be prepared as a superposition of pure polar-
ization states. The vector-polarized part can be prepared
by taking the difference of the two pure states with ±1.
To prepare vector and tensor polarization, one needs a
superposition of all three polarization states with ±1 and
0.

In spin asymmetry measurements we encounter the dif-
ference and sum of pure states with projection ±1,

1

2

[
ραβ(N,+1) − ραβ(N,−1)

]
= ραβ [vector, s(N,+1)]

=
i

2M
εαβγδpγNδ, (2.27a)

1

2

[
ραβ(N,+1) + ραβ(N,−1)

]
= ραβ [unpol] + ραβ [tensor, t(N,+1)]

=
1

2

(
−gαβ +

pαpβ

p2
−NαNβ

)
. (2.27b)

The difference Eq. (2.27a) involves only the vector-
polarized part of the density matrix; the sum Eq. (2.27b),
involves both the unpolarized and the tensor-polarized

e

X

q

pp

p

e’

p

, pole

p , pol
dd

FIG. 1. Polarized tagged DIS on the deuteron, Eq. (3.1).

parts. The sum appears in the denominator of spin asym-
metry measurements (see below). Inclusion of the tensor-
polarized part of the density matrix is therefore necessary
in the calculation of spin asymmetries of the spin-1 sys-
tem. Notice one important difference between spin-1/2
and spin-1 systems: In the spin-1/2 system both the po-
larized and the unpolarized density are formed from the
“maximum-spin” ±1/2 states, while in the spin-1 system
only the polarized density is formed from the “maximum-
spin” ±1 states, and the unpolarized density requires the
0 spin state in addition. This has consequences for the
number of experimental spin asymmetries that can be
formed in the spin-1 case (see Sec. III G).

III. POLARIZED TAGGED
ELECTRON-DEUTERON SCATTERING

A. Kinematic variables and cross section

We now discuss the general form of the cross section
and structure functions of tagged DIS on the polarized
deuteron. The structural decomposition and kinematic
factors are presented in invariant form. The information
on the polarization of the deuteron enters through in-
variants formed out of the 4-vector sµ and the 4-tensor
tµν (cf. Sec. II), which can be evaluated in any frame
(“effective polarizations”). The cross section formulas
presented here are general and make no assumption re-
garding composite nuclear structure; results of specific
dynamical calculations will be described in Sec. VI. The
expressions are given with exact kinematic factors includ-
ing 1/Q2 suppressed terms; simplifications pertaining to
the DIS limit will be made only in the dynamical calcu-
lations in Sec. VI. Our notation and conventions follow
those of Ref. [77] unless stated otherwise.

We consider polarized deep-inelastic electron scatter-
ing on the deuteron with detection of an identified proton
in the deuteron fragmentation region (“tagged DIS,” see
Fig. 1),

e(pe,pole) + d(pd,pold)→ e′(pe′) +X + p(pp).(3.1)

pe and pd are the 4-momenta of the electron and deuteron
in the initial state; pole and pold indicate the variables
characterizing their experimental polarization, which will
be specified below. pe′ and pp are the 4-momenta of the
scattered electron and the detected proton in the final
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state. The 4-momentum transfer is defined as the differ-
ence of the initial and final electron 4-momenta,

q ≡ pe − pe′ . (3.2)

The kinematics is described by the invariants

(pdpe) > 0, (pdq) > 0, Q2 ≡ −q2 > 0. (3.3)

The conventional scaling variables are defined as

xd ≡
−q2

2(pdq)
, 0 < xd < 1, (3.4a)

y ≡ (pdq)

(pdpe)
, 0 < y < 1. (3.4b)

The variable xd is the conventional Bjorken variable for
scattering on the deuteron. The rescaled variable

x ≡ 2xd, 0 < x < 2, (3.5)

corresponds to the effective Bjorken variable for scatter-
ing from a nucleon in the deuteron in the absence of nu-
clear binding. We use xd in the general kinematic formu-
las in this section (for easier comparison with standard
formulas), and x in the dynamical calculations (for sim-
pler matching with nucleon structure functions). The
invariant variables involving the tagged proton momen-
tum are described in detail in Ref. [77] and will be quoted
below.

The differential cross section of polarized tagged DIS,
Eq. (3.1), in leading order of the electromagnetic inter-
action is given by

dσ[ed→ e′Xp] =
2πα2

emy
2

Q6
dxd dQ

2 dφe′

2π

× [wµνe (Wd)µν ] dΓp, (3.6)

where αem ≡ e2/(4π) ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure con-
stant, dφe′ is the differential of the azimuthal angle of
the scattered electron around the incident electron direc-
tion, and dΓp is the invariant phase space element in the
tagged proton momentum [77]. The expression in brack-
ets is the contraction between the electron and deuteron
scattering tensors. The initial electron is in a pure spin
state described by its helicity Λe = ± 1

2 ; we neglect the
electron mass (me → 0) and assume helicity conservation
Λ′e = Λe. The electron tensor is given by

wµνe ≡ wµνe (pe′ , pe,Λe)

= 〈e′(p′e,Λe)|Jµ|e(pe,Λe)〉∗

× 〈e′(p′e,Λe)|Jν |e(pe,Λe)〉, (3.7)

where Jµ is the electromagnetic current operator at
space-time point x = 0. The tensor consists of an unpo-
larized (helicity-independent) and a polarized (helicity-
dependent) part,

wµνe = wµνe [unpol] + wµνe [pol], (3.8a)

wµνe [unpol] = 4pµe p
ν
e − 2(qµpνe + pµe q

ν) + q2gµν , (3.8b)

wµνe [pol] = (2Λe)2iε
µναβqαpe,β . (3.8c)

The deuteron is in an ensemble of spin states described
by a general density matrix in spin quantum numbers,
ρd, cf. Eq. (2.11). The deuteron tensor is given by the
ensemble average

Wµν
d ≡ Wµν

d (pd, q, pp|ρd)

=
∑
λ′
d,λd

ρd(λd, λ
′
d) W

µν
d (pd, q, pp|λ′d, λd), (3.9a)

Wµν
d (pd, q, pp|λ′d, λd)

≡ (4π)−1
∑
X

(2π)4 δ(4)(q + pd − pp − pX)

× 〈p(pp), X|Jµ|D(pd, λ
′
d)〉∗ 〈p(pp), X|Jν |D(pd, λd)〉.

(3.9b)

The last expression is a generalized scattering tensor de-
fined as a matrix between pure spin states, λ′d and λd,
which generally involves non-diagonal elements λ′d 6= λd.
The deuteron density matrix can be expressed in covari-
ant form and parameterized by an axial 4-vector and a
4-tensor, cf. Eqs. (2.16) et seq.,

ρd ↔ sµd , t
µν
d . (3.10)

The averaged deuteron tensor Eq. (3.9a) can therefore
be organized into an unpolarized part, a vector-polarized
part linear in sd, and a tensor-polarized part linear in td,

Wµν
d (pd, q, pp|ρd)

= Wµν
d [unpol] + Wµν

d [vector] + Wµν
d [tensor]. (3.11)

The further structural decomposition of these terms can
be performed by using the polarization parameters sd
and td as building blocks in the construction of indepen-
dent tensor structures. This technique permits a simple
derivation of the spin structure of the polarized cross sec-
tion and represents the main motivation for working with
the covariant form of the spin density matrix (Sec. II).
The deuteron tensor satisfies the transversality condi-
tions

qµW
µν
d = 0, Wµν

d qν = 0, (3.12)

which express the conservation of the electromagnetic
current. Because they hold for any polarization state,
the conditions must be satisfied by the individual terms
in the decomposition Eq. (3.11) and constrains their ten-
sor structure.

For constructing the independent tensor structures, we
introduce a set of orthonormal basis vectors in the sub-
space spanned by the 4-momenta pd and q (“longitudinal
subspace”). With

Lµ ≡ pµd −
(pdq)q

µ

q2
, (qL) = 0, L2 > 0, (3.13a)

L2 =
(pdq)

2

Q2
(1 + γ2) =

Q2

4x2d
(1 + γ2), (3.13b)

γ2 ≡ M2
dQ

2

(pdq)2
=

4x2dM
2
d

Q2
, (3.13c)
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where Md is the deuteron mass, we define the unit vectors

eµL ≡
Lµ√
L2
, eµq ≡

qµ√
−q2

,

e2L = 1, e2q = −1, (eLeq) = 0. (3.14)

By constructing normalized tensors out of the unit vec-
tors, we separate “geometry” from “structure” and ob-
tain the invariant structure functions with a natural nor-
malization.

B. Unpolarized part

The unpolarized part of the deuteron tensor Eq. (3.11)
is symmetric in the indices µν. Its decomposition is of
the form (this is different from Ref. [77]; see below)

Wµν
d [unpol] = −1

2
gµνT F[UU,T ]d +

1

2
gµνL F[UU,L]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures), (3.15)

gµνT ≡ gµν + eµq e
ν
q − e

µ
Le

ν
L, (3.16)

gµνL ≡ eµLe
ν
L. (3.17)

gµνT is the projector on the “transverse” subspace, orthog-
onal to the longitudinal subspace. In Eq. (3.15) we omit
tensor structures that depend on the transverse part of
the proton momentum; these structures correspond to
terms in the cross sections that depend on the azimuthal
angle of the tagged proton momentum in the collinear
frame and vanish upon integration over the latter (cf.
Sec. III H). The invariant structure functions multiplying
the tensors depend on xd and Q2, as well as on variables
specifying the momentum of the final-state proton (to be
described in Sec. III I),

F[UU,T ]d ≡ F[UU,T ]d(x,Q
2, {pp}), etc. (3.18)

Here and in the following, we use a notation analogous to
that of Refs. [82, 86] to identify the structure functions
corresponding to different electron, deuteron, and virtual
photon polarization:

F[electron–deuteron, photon]d, electron = U,L
deuteron = U, SL, ST , TLL, TLT , TTT
photon = L, T

(3.19)

(the precise meaning of the labels will become clear in
the following). While more burdensome than the con-
ventional notation in simple cases, the new notation is
physically meaningful and greatly helps with managing
more complex expressions involving vector and tensor po-
larization. The unpolarized deuteron structure functions

in Eq. (3.15) are related to those of Ref. [77] as

FLd(Ref. [77]) = F[UU,L]d, (3.20a)

FTd(Ref. [77]) = F[UU,T ]d + F[UU,L]d (3.20b)

They are related to the conventional unpolarized struc-
ture functions F1d and F2d as

F[UU,T ]d = 2F1d, (3.21a)

F[UU,L]d = (1 + γ2)
F2d

xd
− 2F1d, (3.21b)

F1d =
1

2
F[UU,T ]d, (3.21c)

F2d =
xd
(
F[UU,T ]d + F[UU,L]d

)
1 + γ2

. (3.21d)

The longitudinal-transverse (L/T ) ratio is defined as

Rd ≡
F[UU,L]d

F[UU,T ]d
=

(1 + γ2)F2d

2xdF1d
− 1. (3.22)

For computing the contraction of the unpolarized elec-
tron tensor Eq. (3.8b) with the unpolarized deuteron ten-
sor Eq. (3.15), one introduces the virtual photon polar-
ization parameter

ε ≡
gµνL (we)µν [unpol]

−gµνT (we)µν [unpol]

=
1− y − γ2y2/4

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
, (3.23)

which satisfies the relation

(2− y)2

y2
1− ε
1 + ε

= 1 + γ2. (3.24)

The contractions of the electron momentum pe with the
momenta pd and q can then be expressed in terms of ei-
ther of the variables y or ε. Specifically, the contractions
of pe with the longitudinal basis vectors Eq. (3.14) are

(eLpe) =
Q

2

√
1 + ε

1− ε
=

Q(1− y/2)

y
√

1 + γ2
, (3.25a)

(eqpe) = −Q
2
. (3.25b)

The contraction of the unpolarized electron ten-
sor Eq. (3.8b) with the unpolarized deuteron tensor
Eq. (3.15) is obtained as

(we)µν [unpol]Wµν
d [unpol]

=
Q2

1− ε
(
F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d

)
+ (ppT -dependent structures) (3.26a)

=
Q2

1− ε
F[UU,T ]d(1 + εRd)

+ (ppT -dependent structures). (3.26b)
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The expression does not include structures that explicitly
depend on the proton transverse momentum. We note
that, if such structures were included, the unpolarized
deuteron tensor would no longer be symmetric and have
a non-zero contraction with the polarized electron tensor,
resulting in an electron single-spin dependent term in the
cross section [82].

C. Vector-polarized part

The vector-polarized part of the deuteron tensor
Eq. (3.11) depends linearly on the axial 4-vector sd and
contains terms antisymmetric and symmetric in µν (the
symmetric term corresponds to a single-spin dependence
of the unpolarized electron scattering cross section that is
forbidden in strictly inclusive DIS but allowed in tagged
DIS; see below). In constructing the independent ten-
sor structures we must take into account that the ax-
ial 4-vector is orthogonal to the deuteron momentum,
(pdsd) = 0. It is convenient to introduce an alternative
set of longitudinal basis vectors aligned with pd rather
than q. With

Lµ∗ = qµ − (pdq)

p2d
pµd , (pdL∗) = 0, (3.27a)

L2
∗ = − (pdq)

2

p2d
(1 + γ2) = − Q

2

M2
d

L2 (3.27b)

we define unit vectors

eµd ≡
pµd√
p2d
, eµL∗ ≡

Lµ∗√
−L2
∗
,

e2d = 1, e2L∗ = −1, (edeL∗) = 0 (3.28)

The relation between the two sets of unit vectors,
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.28), is(

ed

eL∗

)
=

1

γ

( √
1 + γ2 −1

−1
√

1 + γ2

)(
eL

eq

)
(3.29)

The antisymmetric term in the vector-polarized deuteron
tensor is then decomposed as

Wµν
d [vector] =

i

2
εµνρσeq,ρ

{
eL∗,σ eL∗,τ γF[LSL]d

+ (eL∗,σ eL∗,τ + gστ )F[LST ]d

}
sτd

+ (ppT -dependent structures). (3.30)

Again we omit terms corresponding to azimuthal-angle
dependent structures. The factor γ in first term ensures
proper normalization of the tensor,

γ =
1√

(eqeL∗)2 − 1
(3.31)

The polarized deuteron structure functions in Eq. (3.30)
are related to the conventional structure functions g1d
and g2d as

F[LSL]d = 2(g1d − γ2g2d), (3.32a)

F[LST ]d = −2γ(g1d + g2d), (3.32b)

g1d =
F[LSL]d − γF[LST ]d

2(1 + γ2)
, (3.32c)

g2d =
−γF[LSL]d − F[LST ]d

2γ(1 + γ2)
. (3.32d)

The symmetric term of the vector-polarized deuteron
tensor is parameterized as

Wµν
d [vector] = −1

2
(eµLX

ν +XµeνL)F[UST ]

+ (ppT -dependent structures), (3.33a)

Xµ ≡ εµαβγeL,α eq,β sd,γ (3.33b)

X is a true 4-vector constructed from the axial 4-vector
sd.

To compute the contraction with electron tensor, we
expand the electron 4-momentum in the basis vectors
Eq. (3.28),

pµe = (edpe) e
µ
d − (eL∗pe) e

µ
L∗ + pµeT , (3.34)

where

(edpe) =
Q

2γ

(√
1 + γ2

√
1 + ε

1− ε
+ 1

)
=

Q

γy
, (3.35a)

(eL∗pe) = − Q
2γ

(√
1 + ε

1− ε
+
√

1 + γ2

)

= −Q(1 + γ2y/2)

γy
√

1 + γ2
, (3.35b)

p2eT = − Q2ε

2(1− ε)

= −Q
2(1− y − γ2y2/4)

(1 + γ2)y2
. (3.35c)

The spacelike 4-vector peT is the “transverse” part of the
electron 4-momentum, i.e., the component orthogonal to
the longitudinal subspace spanned by pd and q or the
related unit vectors. We define transverse unit vectors as

eµT1 ≡
pµeT√
−p2eT

,

eµT2 ≡ εµαβγed,α eL∗,β eT1,γ = εµαβγeL,α eq,β eT1,γ ,

e2T1 = e2T2 = −1. (3.36)
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eT1 is along the direction of peT in transverse space, while
eT2 is orthogonal to it. With these definitions, the set

{ed, eL∗, eT1, eT2} (3.37)

provides a complete orthonormal basis of the 4-
dimensional space and can be used to expand other kine-
matic vectors [the relation to the other basis set with eq
and eL is given by Eq. (3.29)]. We expand the deuteron
polarization 4-vector sd in the second basis set. The con-
traction of the electron tensor with the vector-polarized
deuteron tensor is obtained as

(we)µν [pol] Wµν
d [vector]

= (2Λe)
Q2

1− ε

{√
1− ε2 SL F[LSL]d

+
√

2ε(1− ε) ST cosφS F[LST ]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures)
}
, (3.38a)

(we)µν [unpol] Wµν
d [vector]

=
Q2

1− ε
√

2ε(1 + ε) ST sinφS F[UST ]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures), (3.38b)

where the effective vector polarizations are defined as

SL ≡ (eL∗sd), (3.39a)

ST cosφS ≡ −(eT1sd), (3.39b)

ST sinφS ≡ −(eT2sd). (3.39c)

They are given in invariant form, as contractions of the
deuteron polarization 4-vector sd with the kinematic vec-
tors of the scattering process, and can be evaluated in
any frame, depending on the experimental setup.4 In
Sec. III F we derive their specific values in colliding-beam
experiments with polarized beams. Note that the effec-
tive polarizations satisfy the relation (“sum rule”)

S2
L + S2

T = −s2d = |Sd|2, (3.40)

where |Sd|2 is the squared modulus of the deuteron po-
larization vector in the rest frame, cf. Eq. (2.19a).

Some comments are in order regarding the symmetric
term of the vector-polarized deuteron tensor Eq. (3.33b)

4 In Eqs. (3.39b) and (3.39c) we express the contractions of sd with
the transverse basis vectors, eT1 and eT2, in terms of a magni-
tude ST > 0 and an angle φS . This does not imply reference
to any particular frame, as both parameters are unambiguously
defined in terms of the invariant 4-vector contractions. In the
collinear frames of Sec. III H, ST and φS do indeed correspond
to the magnitude and azimuthal angle of the transverse compo-
nent of the spin vector. The same applies to the effective tensor
polarizations introduced in Sec. III D.

and the resulting deuteron spin dependence in unpolar-
ized electron scattering Eq. (3.38b). This term describes
a dependence of the unpolarized electron scattering cross
section on the deuteron spin perpendicular to the elec-
tron scattering plane (normal single-spin asymmetry). In
strictly inclusive electron scattering such a single-spin de-
pendence is forbidden in leading order of the electromag-
netic interaction (one-photon exchange) and can appear
only in higher orders (two-photon exchange) [87, 88]. Be-
cause tagged DIS is semi-inclusive scattering, in which
one places conditions on the hadronic final state, the
standard argument prohibiting a single-spin dependence
in leading order is not applicable. We therefore cannot
rule out a single-spin dependence of the tagged DIS cross
section, even after integration over the azimuthal angle
of the tagged proton momentum in the collinear frame
(see below). There certainly are non-zero single-spin de-
pendent terms in the azimuthal-angle dependent tagged
DIS cross section [82].

D. Tensor-polarized part

The tensor-polarized part of the deuteron tensor
Eq. (3.11) depends linearly on the 4-tensor td, Eq. (3.10).
Its decomposition in independent structures can be de-
rived using the same methods as for the vector-polarized
part in Sec. III C. We expand the tensor td in the basis
Eq. (3.37) and construct all independent structures satis-
fying the transversality condition Eq. (3.12). In this way
we obtain the decomposition

Wµν
d [tensor]

=
1

2
eρL∗e

σ
L∗(td)ρσ

(
−gµνT F[UTLL,T ]d + eµLe

ν
LF[UTLL,L]d

)
− 1

2
eρL∗ (gσµT eνL + gσνT eµL) (td)ρσ F[UTLT ]d

+
1

2
(gµρT gσνT − ε

µρ
T εσνT ) (td)ρσ F[UTTT ]d

− i

2
εµνρσ eq,ρ (εT )στ eL∗,ω (td)

τω F[LTLT ]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures), (3.41)

where

gµνT = gµν + eµq e
ν
q − e

µ
Le

ν
L = gµν + eµL∗e

ν
L∗ − e

µ
de
ν
d

= −eµT1e
ν
T1 − e

µ
T2e

ν
T2 , (3.42a)

εµνT = εµνρσeL,ρ eq,σ = εµνρσed,ρ eL∗,σ

= eµT1e
ν
T2 − e

µ
T2e

ν
T1 . (3.42b)

Again we omit terms corresponding to azimuthal-angle
dependent structures. The first two terms in Eq. (3.41)
are symmetric in µν and have the same structure as the
unpolarized deuteron tensor Eq. (3.15). The third and
fourth term are likewise symmetric in µν. These terms
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contribute to the cross section of unpolarized electron
scattering from the tensor-polarized deuteron. For refer-
ence we note that our symmetric tensor-polarized struc-
ture functions in Eq. (3.42b) are related to the b1d, ...b4d
structure functions of Ref. [84] by5

F[UTLL,L]d

=
1

xd

[
2(1 + γ2)xdb1d − (1 + γ2)2

(
1

3
b2d + b3d + b4d

)
−(1 + γ2)

(
1

3
b2d − b4d

)
−
(

1

3
b2d − b3d

)]
, (3.43a)

F[UTLL,T ]d

= −
[
2(1 + γ2)b1d −

γ2

xd

(
1

6
b2d −

1

2
b3d

)]
, (3.43b)

F[UTLT ]d

= − γ

2xd

[
(1 + γ2)

(
1

3
b2d − b4d

)
+

(
2

3
b2d − 2b3d

)]
,

(3.43c)

F[UTTT ]d = −γ
2

xd

(
1

6
b2d −

1

2
b3d

)
. (3.43d)

The tensor-polarized part of the deuteron tensor also con-
tains a structure antisymmetric in µν, analogous to that
appearing in the vector-polarized part Eq. (3.33b). This
structure is absent in inclusive DIS but may be non-zero
in tagged DIS (cf. the discussion in Sec. III C).

The contraction of the electron tensor with the tensor-
polarized part of the deuteron tensor Eq. (3.41) is com-
puted in the same way as for the vector-polarized part.
We obtain

(we)µν [unpol]Wµν
d [tensor]

=
Q2

1− ε

{
TLL

(
F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d

)
+
√

2ε(1 + ε) TLT cosφTL
F[UTLT ]d

+ ε TTT cos 2φTT
F[UTTT ]d

+ (2Λe)
√

2ε(1− ε) TLT sinφTL
F[LTLT ]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures)
}
, (3.44a)

5 Ref. [84] considers inclusive DIS on the tensor-polarized
deuteron, while we consider tagged DIS. The correspondence
pertains to the tagged structure functions that survive integra-
tion over the proton momentum, which are the ones listed in
Eq. (3.41).

where the effective tensor polarizations are defined as

TLL ≡ (eL∗ td eL∗) ≡ eρL∗ (td)ρσ e
σ
L∗, (3.45a)

TLT cosφTL
≡ −(eT1 td eL∗), (3.45b)

TLT sinφTL
≡ −(eT2 td eL∗), (3.45c)

TTT cos 2φTT
≡ (eT1 td eT1)− (eT2 td eT2). (3.45d)

They are given in invariant form, as contractions of the
deuteron polarization 4-tensor td with the kinematic vec-
tors of the scattering process. Regarding the representa-
tion of the transverse contractions in terms of magnitudes
and angles, the same comments apply as in the vector-
polarized case.

E. Cross section summary

Combining the results of Secs. III B, III C and III D,
and using Eq.(3.6), we can now assemble the general ex-
pression of the cross section of polarized tagged electron-
deuteron scattering. We separate the terms independent
of the electron helicity (U) and proportional to the elec-
tron helicity (L).

dσ[ed→ e′Xp] =
2πα2

emy
2

Q4(1− ε)
dxd dQ

2 dφe′

2π

×
(
F[U ]d + F[L]d

)
dΓp, (3.46a)

F[U ]d = F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d

+ TLL
(
F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d

)
+
√

2ε(1 + ε) ST sinφS F[UST ]d

+
√

2ε(1 + ε) TLT cosφTL
F[UTLT ]d

+ ε TTT cos 2φTT
F[UTTT ]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures), (3.46b)

F[L]d = (2Λe)
{√

1− ε2 SL F[LSL]d

+
√

2ε(1− ε) ST cosφS F[LST ]d

+
√

2ε(1− ε) TLT sinφTL
F[LTLT ]d

+ (ppT -dependent structures)
}
. (3.46c)

The expression includes all terms that do not depend on
the azimuthal angle of the tagged proton momentum in
the collinear frame and do not vanish upon integration
over that variable. The effective polarization parame-
ters are defined in Eqs. (3.39) and (3.45). The invariant
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FIG. 2. The experimental deuteron polarization in a frame
where the deuteron and electron momenta are collinear (beam
axis). The vectors N‖ and N⊥ indicate the directions of
parallel and perpendicular polarization. The angle φN of N⊥
is measured relative to the plane defined by the beam axis
and the scattered electron momentum.

structure functions depend on x and Q2, as well as on
variables specifying the tagged proton momentum (to be
described in Sec. III I), cf. Eq. (3.18).

F. Effective polarizations

In the cross section Eq. (3.46) the information about
deuteron polarization is contained in the invariant effec-
tive polarizations Eqs. (3.39) and (3.45), which are de-
fined in terms of contractions of the deuteron polariza-
tion 4-vector and 4-tensor with kinematic vectors of the
scattering process. In experiments the deuteron polar-
ization is prepared with respect to some fixed axes deter-
mined by the experimental setup. In order to evaluate
the cross section and spin asymmetries one has to ex-
press the invariant effective polarizations in terms of the
experimental polarizations specific to that setup. Here
we consider the situation that the experimental polar-
izations are specified in a reference frame in which the
electron and deuteron 3-momenta are collinear and de-
fine an axis (see Fig. 2),

pe ‖ pd. (3.47)

This covers two cases of interest: (a) Fixed-target ex-
periments (pd = 0), in which the deuteron polariza-
tion is specified relative to the electron beam axis; (b)
Colliding-beam experiments, in which the beams collide
head-on (zero crossing angle) and the deuteron polariza-
tion is specified relative to the common beam axis. We
refer to the common axis as the “beam axis” and de-
note the directions parallel and perpendicular to it by ‖
and ⊥. We consider pure deuteron spin states polarized
along a fixed axis (parallel or perpendicular to the beam
axis), and denote the spin projection along this axis by
Λd = {±1, 0}.6 The covariant deuteron density matrix

6 It is important to distinguish between the frames in which the
electron and deuteron momentum are collinear, Eq. (3.47) (in

for these pure polarization states is obtained from the
general expressions in Sec. II B, Eqs.(2.23) et seq.

In pure deuteron spin states polarized parallel to
the beam axis, the polarization 4-vector is of the form
Eq. (2.23),

sµd = ΛdN
µ, pdN = 0, N2 = −1. (3.48)

The 4-vector N can be expanded covariantly in the elec-
tron and deuteron 4-momentum as

Nµ =
1

Md

[
pµd −

M2
d

(pepd)
pµe

]
. (3.49)

In the deuteron rest frame its components are

Nµ[RF] =

(
0,− pe
|pe|

)
, (3.50)

and one sees that Λd = +1 (−1) corresponds to deuteron
polarization opposite to the direction (in the direction)
of the electron momentum. The effective vector po-
larizations Eq. (3.39) are calculated as contractions of
Eq. (3.48), using Eq. (3.35b) and (3.40). We obtain

SL =
1 + γ2y/2√

1 + γ2
Λd, (3.51a)

ST cosφS = −
γ
√

1− y − γ2y2/4√
1 + γ2

Λd, (3.51b)

ST sinφS = 0. (3.51c)

The polarization 4-tensor in the same pure states is given
by the general formula Eq. (2.24), with the unit vector
N of Eq. (3.49) and the spin projection Λd. The effective
tensor polarizations, Eq. (3.45), are calculated as con-
tractions of that 4-tensor. In the case Λd = ±1 they can
be obtained from the vector polarizations Eq. (3.51) as

TLL =
1

6

(
3S2

L − 1
)
, (3.52a)

TLT cosφTL
=

1

2
SLST cosφS , (3.52b)

TLT sinφTL
=

1

2
SLST sinφS , (3.52c)

TTT cos 2φTT
=

1

2
S2
T (cos2 φS − sin2 φS) (3.52d)

[Λd = ±1 only].

which the experimental polarization is prepared), and the frames
in which the virtual photon and the deuteron momentum are
collinear, Sec. III H (in which the theoretical analysis of the cross
section is performed). We use “parallel” and “perpendicular” to
refer to the directions in electron-deuteron frame, and “longi-
tudinal” and “transverse” to refer to the directions in virtual
photon-deuteron frame. The term “collinear frame” per se al-
ways refers to the virtual photon-deuteron frame.
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The explicit expressions are

TLL =
1

6

[
3(1 + γ2y/2)2

1 + γ2
− 1

]
, (3.53a)

TLT cosφTL
=

1

2

γ(1 + γ2y/2)
√

1− y − γ2y2/4
1 + γ2

,

(3.53b)

TLT sinφTL
= 0, (3.53c)

TTT cos 2φTT
=

1

2

γ2
(
1− y − γ2y2/4

)
1 + γ2

(3.53d)

[Λd = ±1]. (3.53e)

In the case Λd = 0 the effective tensor polarizations are
given by (−2) times the expressions in Eq. (3.53), cf.
Eq. (2.24).

In pure deuteron spin states polarized perpendicular
to the beam direction, the deuteron polarization vector
is again of the form of Eq. (2.23) and Eq. (3.48), but with
a different 4-vector N , satisfying the conditions

peN = 0, pdN = 0, N2 = −1 (3.54)

(in a frame where pe and pd are collinear, the first two
conditions require that peN = 0). An explicit repre-
sentation can be found by expanding the 4-vector in the
basis Eq. (3.37) and imposing the conditions Eq. (3.54),

Nµ = cosφN
(eT1pe) e

µ
L∗ − (eL∗pe) e

µ
T1√

(eT1pe)2 + (eL∗pe)2

+ sinφN e
µ
T2 , (3.55)

where the angle φN is a free parameter. In the deuteron
rest frame the vector components become

Nµ[RF] = (0, N), peN = 0, (3.56a)

N = cosφN
pe′ − (pepe′)pe/|pe|2√
|pe′ |2 − (pepe′)2/|pe|2

+ sinφN
pe′ × pe
|pe′ × pe|

, (3.56b)

and one identifies φN as the angle of the polarization di-
rection relative to the plane spanned by the vectors pe
and pe′ (electron scattering plane). With the polariza-
tion 4-vector given by Eqs. (3.48) and (3.55), the effective
vector polarizations Eq. (3.39) for perpendicular polar-
ization are evaluated in the same manner as in the case
of parallel polarization, and we obtain

SL =
γ
√

1− y − γ2y2/4√
1 + γ2

cosφN Λd, (3.57a)

ST cosφS =
1 + γ2y/2√

1 + γ2
cosφN Λd, (3.57b)

ST sinφS = sinφN Λd. (3.57c)

The deuteron polarization tensor in the perpendicular
polarized states is again given by the general formula
Eq. (2.24), with the unit vector N given by Eq. (3.55).
The effective tensor polarizations for perpendicular po-
larization are evaluated in the same manner as for par-
allel polarization. In the case Λd = ±1 they again can
be obtained from the perpendicular vector polarizations
Eq. (3.57) through the relations Eq. (3.52). The explicit
expressions are

TLL =
1

6

[
3γ2(1− y − γ2y2/4)

1 + γ2
cos2 φN − 1

]
,

(3.58a)

TLT cosφTL
=

1

2

γ(1 + γ2y/2)
√

1− y − γ2y2/4
1 + γ2

× cos2 φN , (3.58b)

TLT sinφTL
=

1

2

γ
√

1− y − γ2y2/4√
1 + γ2

cosφN sinφN ,

(3.58c)

TTT cos 2φTT
=

1

2

[
1 + γ2y + γ4y2/4

1 + γ2
cos2 φN − sin2 φN

]
(3.58d)

[Λd = ±1].

In the case Λd = 0 the effective tensor polarizations are
given by (−2) times the expressions in Eq. (3.58).

The effective polarizations depend on the kinematic
variables xd, y and Q2. For a fixed ed collision energy,
y is determined by xd and Q2, and the polarizations are
functions of xd and Q2 only. For the following applica-
tions it is useful to study their scaling behavior in the
DIS limit, Q2 → ∞ with xd fixed. The effective vector
polarizations Eqs. (3.51) and (3.57) scale as

{SL, ST cosφS} = O{1, γ} (‖ pol.),
(3.59a)

{SL, ST cosφS , ST sinφS} = O{γ, 1, 1} (⊥ pol.),
(3.59b)

where γ = 2xdMd/Q is the parameter governing kine-
matic power corrections, cf. Eq. (3.13c). Thus ‖ polariza-
tion along the beam axis induces mostly L polarization,
while ⊥ polarization induces mostly T polarization, as
expected. The scaling behavior of the effective tensor po-
larizations follows from that of the vector polarizations,
cf. Eqs. (3.53) and (3.58),

{TLL, TLT cosφTL
, TLT sinφTL

, TTT cos 2φTT
}

=

{
O{1, γ, 0, γ2} (‖ pol.)

O{1, γ, γ, 1} (⊥ pol.)

}
. (3.60)
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TLL is of order unity for both ‖ and ⊥ deuteron polariza-
tion. Other than it, the only tensor polarization that is
not power-suppressed in the DIS limit is TTT cos 2φTT

for
⊥ deuteron polarization. Note that these statements re-
fer to the kinematic scaling of the effective polarizations,
not to the dynamical scaling of the structure functions.

In this section we have derived the effective polariza-
tions for the two idealized situations of pure deuteron
spin states polarized parallel or perpendicular to the
beam direction (in a frame where the deuteron and elec-
tron momenta are collinear). More complex experimen-
tal situations can be treated as a superposition of the
cases considered here: the cross section is linear in the
deuteron density matrix, and more general polarization
vectors/tensors can be represented as sums of the ones
considered here. This includes the case of colliding-beam
experiments with finite crossing angle at an EIC [67, 71].

G. Spin asymmetries

Experiments typically measure sums and differences of
cross sections in different electron and deuteron polariza-
tion states and their ratios (spin asymmetries). We now
derive the expressions for the spin asymmetries between
pure deuteron spin states polarized parallel or perpen-
dicular to the beam axis (see Sec. III F). We consider the
asymmetries formed with all three deuteron spin states
(Λd = ±1, 0) and those formed with the two maximum-
spin states only (Λd = ±1) and compare their properties.
In the following we write the dependence of the differen-
tial cross section Eq. (3.46) on the electron and deuteron
spin projections as

dσ‖(Λe,Λd), dσ⊥(Λe,Λd), (3.61)

where ‖ and ⊥ distinguish parallel and perpendicular
deuteron polarization with respect to the beam axis.

We first consider sums of the cross section over
deuteron spin states. The average of the cross section
in all three deuteron spin states is

1

3

[
dσ‖(± 1

2 ,+1) + dσ‖(± 1
2 ,−1) + dσ‖(± 1

2 , 0)
]

=
1

3

[
dσ⊥(± 1

2 ,+1) + dσ⊥(± 1
2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(± 1

2 , 0)
]

= [...]
(
F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d

)
, (3.62)

where [...] denotes the differential phase space and flux
factors of Eq. (3.46). The average involves only the unpo-
larized structure functions. The result is the same when
averaging over ‖ and ⊥ deuteron spin states. It does not
depend on the electron spin [as expressed by the nota-
tion ± 1

2 in Eq. (3.62)], so that no additional averaging
over the electron spin is required in order to isolate the
unpolarized structure functions.

The averages of the cross section in the two deuteron
spin states with projection ±1 only are

1

2

[
dσ‖(± 1

2 ,+1) + dσ‖(± 1
2 ,−1)

]
= [...]

[
F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d

+ D‖[TLL]

(
F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d

)
+ D‖[UTLT ]F[UTLT ]d + D‖[TTT ]F[UTTT ]d

]
, (3.63)

1

2

[
dσ⊥(± 1

2 ,+1) + dσ⊥(± 1
2 ,−1)

]
= [...]

[
F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d

+ D⊥[TLL]

(
F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d

)
+ D⊥[UTLT ]F[UTLT ]d + D⊥[TTT ]F[UTTT ]d

± D⊥[LTLT ]F[LTLT ]d

]
. (3.64)

They involve the unpolarized and tensor-polarized struc-
ture functions. The functions D(...) (“depolarization fac-
tors”) are given by

D‖[TLL] = TLL[Λd = ±1]

=
1

6

[
3(1 + γ2y/2)2

1 + γ2
− 1

]
, (3.65a)

D‖[UTLT ] =
√

2ε(1 + ε) TLT cosφTL
[Λd = ±1]

=
γ(1 + γ2y/2)(1− y − γ2y2/4)(1− y/2)

(1 + γ2)(1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4)
, (3.65b)

D‖[TTT ] = ε TTT cos 2φTT
[Λd = ±1]

=
1

2

γ2(1− y − γ2y2/4)2

(1 + γ2)(1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4)
; (3.65c)
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D⊥[TLL] = TLL[Λd = ±1]

=
1

6

[
3γ2(1− y − γ2y2/4)

1 + γ2
cos2 φN − 1

]
, (3.66a)

D⊥[UTLT ] =
√

2ε(1 + ε) TLT cosφTL
[Λd = ±1]

=
γ(1 + γ2y/2)(1− y − γ2y2/4)(1− y/2)

(1 + γ2)(1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4)
cos2 φN ,

(3.66b)

D⊥[LTLT ] =
√

2ε(1− ε) TLT sinφTL
[Λd = ±1]

=
1

2

γy(1− y − γ2y2/4)

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
cosφN sinφN . (3.66c)

D⊥[TTT ] = ε TTT cos 2φTT
[Λd = ±1]

=
1

2

(
1 + γ2y + γ4y2/4

1 + γ2
cos2 φN − sin2 φN

)
× 1− y − γ2y2/4

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
, (3.66d)

In Eq. (3.65) TLL etc. are the effective tensor polar-
izations for ‖ polarization with Λd = ±1 as given in
Eq. (3.53); in Eq. (3.66) they are the same quantities
for ⊥ polarization as given in Eq. (3.58). Note that the
results are different for ‖ and ⊥ polarization. In the
case of ‖ polarization, Eq. (3.63), the summation over
the two deuteron spin states has canceled all electron-
spin dependent terms in Eq. (3.46), so that the result is
independent of the electron spin. It is therefore not nec-
essary to average explicitly over the electron spin. In the
case of ⊥ polarization, Eq. (3.64), the summation over
the two deuteron spin states leaves intact the electron
spin-dependent term in Eq. (3.46),

∼ (2Λe)TLT sinφTL
F[LTLT ]d. (3.67)

One must therefore average explicitly over the electron
spins if one wants to remove the electron spin depen-
dence.

We now turn to differences of the cross section between
deuteron spin states. Here we must take into account
that the tagged DIS cross section Eq. (3.46) contains the
term

∼ ST sinφS F[UST ]d, (3.68)

which depends on the deuteron spin but not on the elec-
tron spin. In order to isolate the electron spin-dependent

structure functions F[LSL] and F[LST ] we form double
spin differences with respect to both the deuteron and
electron spin, in which the single-spin dependent term
Eq. (3.68) drops out. The double differences of the cross
section with respect to the deuteron spin ±1 (‖ or ⊥)
and the electron spin are given by

1

4

[
dσ‖(+

1
2 ,+1)− dσ‖(− 1

2 ,+1)

−dσ‖(+ 1
2 ,−1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,−1)
]

= [...]
(
D‖[SL] F[LSL]d + D‖[ST ] F[LST ]d

)
, (3.69)

1

4

[
dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,+1)− dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,+1)

−dσ⊥(+ 1
2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(− 1

2 ,−1)
]

= [...]
(
D⊥[SL] F[LSL]d + D⊥[ST ] F[LST ]d

)
, (3.70)

where the depolarization factors are

D‖[SL] =
√

1− ε2 SL[Λd = 1]

=
y(1− y/2)(1 + γ2y/2)

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
, (3.71a)

D‖[ST ] =
√

2ε(1− ε) ST cosφS [Λd = 1]

=
−γy(1− y − γ2y2/4)

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
; (3.71b)

D⊥[SL] =
√

1− ε2 SL[Λd = 1]

=
γy(1− y/2)

√
1− y − γ2y2/4

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
cosφN , (3.72a)

D⊥[ST ] =
√

2ε(1− ε) ST cosφS [Λd = 1]

=
y(1 + γ2y/2)

√
1− y − γ2y2/4

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
cosφN .

(3.72b)

In Eq. (3.71) SL and ST cosφS are the effective vector
polarizations for ‖ polarization with Λd = 1 as given in
Eq. (3.51); in Eq. (3.72) they are the same quantities for
⊥ polarization as given in Eq. (3.57).

From the spin sums and differences one can form two
different ratios (spin asymmetries). The ratios of the
spin differences Eqs. (3.69) and (3.70) to the three-state
average of the cross section Eq. (3.62) are
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A‖(3)d ≡
1
4

[
dσ‖(+

1
2 ,+1)− dσ‖(− 1

2 ,+1)− dσ‖(+ 1
2 ,−1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,−1)
]

1
6

[
dσ‖(+

1
2 ,+1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,+1) + dσ‖(+
1
2 ,−1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,−1) + dσ‖(+
1
2 , 0) + dσ‖(− 1

2 , 0)
]

=
D‖[SL] F[LSL]d + D‖[ST ] F[LST ]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d
, (3.73)

A⊥(3)d ≡
1
4

[
dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,+1)− dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,+1)− dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,−1)

]
1
6

[
dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,+1) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,+1) + dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(+ 1

2 , 0) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 , 0)

]

=
D⊥[SL] F[LSL]d + D⊥[ST ] F[LST ]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d
. (3.74)

[Here we have written the denominator as a sum over the electron spin in order to emphasize the similarity with the
numerator; because the expression in Eq. (3.62) is independent of the electron spin this sum is optional and we could
just as well use the expression for a fixed electron spin.] The ratios of the spin differences Eqs. (3.69) and (3.70) to
the two-state averages of the cross section, Eqs. (3.63) and Eqs. (3.64), are

A‖(2)d ≡
1
4

[
dσ‖(+

1
2 ,+1)− dσ‖(− 1

2 ,+1)− dσ‖(+ 1
2 ,−1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,−1)
]

1
4

[
dσ‖(+

1
2 ,+1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,+1) + dσ‖(+
1
2 ,−1) + dσ‖(− 1

2 ,−1)
]

=
D‖[SL] F[LSL]d + D‖[ST ] F[LST ]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d + D‖[TLL] (F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d) + D‖[UTLT ] F[UTLT ]d + D‖[TTT ]F[UTTT ]d

(3.75)

A⊥(2)d ≡
1
4

[
dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,+1)− dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,+1)− dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,−1)

]
1
4

[
dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,+1) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,+1) + dσ⊥(+ 1

2 ,−1) + dσ⊥(− 1
2 ,−1)

]
=

D⊥[SL] F[LSL]d + D⊥[ST ] F[LST ]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d + D⊥[TLL] (F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d) + D⊥[UTLT ] F[UTLT ]d + D⊥[TTT ] F[UTTT ]d
.

(3.76)

Now the tensor-polarized structure functions appear in the denominators with the depolarization factors Eqs. (3.65)
and (3.66). Both the three-state asymmetries, A‖(3)d and A⊥(3)d, and the two-state asymmetries, A‖(2)d and A⊥(2)d,
can be used for neutron structure extraction from tagged DIS and other spin physics studies and are calculated below.

The scaling behavior of the depolarization factors in the DIS limit can be inferred from that of the effective
polarizations, Eqs. (3.59) and (III F), and from the explicit expressions given above,

{D‖[SL], D‖[ST ]} = O{1, γ}, (3.77)

{D‖[TLL], D‖[UTLT ], D‖[TTT ]} = O{1, γ, γ2}, (3.78)

{D⊥[SL], D⊥[ST ]} = O{γ, 1}, (3.79)

{D⊥[TLL], D⊥[UTLT ], D⊥[LTLT ], D⊥[TTT ]} = O{1, γ, γ, 1}. (3.80)
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Up to power corrections O(γ), the three-state and two-state asymmetries therefore simplify to

A‖(3)d =
D‖[SL] F[LSL]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d
, (3.81)

A‖(2)d =
D‖[SL] F[LSL]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d + D‖[TLL] (F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d)
, (3.82)

A⊥(3)d =
D⊥[ST ] F[LST ]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d
, (3.83)

A⊥(2)d =
D⊥[ST ] F[LST ]d

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d + D⊥[TLL] (F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d) + D⊥[TTT ] F[UTTT ]d
. (3.84)

Note that, with our definition of the structure functions,
all asymmetries are O(1) in the DIS limit. In the asym-
metries for ‖ polarization, the numerators involve the
longitudinal spin structure function F[LSL]d. The denom-
inator of A‖(2)d differs from that of A‖(3)d by the tensor-
polarized term F[UTLL,T ]d+εF[UTLL,L]d, which has a form
similar to the unpolarized term F[UU,T ]d+ εF[UU,L]d (this
will become apparent in the dynamical calculations be-
low). In the asymmetries for ⊥ polarization, the nu-
merators involve the transverse spin structure function
F[LST ]d. The denominator of A⊥(2)d differs from that of
A⊥(3)d by two independent tensor-polarized terms and
thus has a more complex structure.

For reference we note that in terms of the conven-
tional structure functions the three-state asymmetries
Eqs. (3.73) and (3.74) are expressed as

A‖(3)d =
D‖1g1d + D‖2g2d

2(1 + εRd)F1d
, (3.85)

A⊥(3)d =
D⊥1g1d + D⊥2g2d

2(1 + εRd)F1d
, (3.86)

where the depolarization factors are now given by

D‖1 = 2(D‖[SL] − γD‖[ST ])

=
2(1 + γ2)y(1− y/2− γ2y2/4)

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
, (3.87a)

D‖2 = −2γ(γD‖[SL] +D‖[ST ])

=
−γ2(1 + γ2)y2

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
, (3.87b)

D⊥1 = 2(D⊥[SL] − γD⊥[ST ])

=
−γ(1 + γ2)y2

√
1− y − γ2y2/4

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
cosφN ,

(3.88a)

D⊥2 = −2γ(γD⊥[SL] +D⊥[ST ])

=
−2γ(1 + γ2)y

√
1− y − γ2y2/4

1− y + y2/2 + γ2y2/4
cosφN ,

(3.88b)

and scale as

{D‖1, D‖2} = O{1, γ2}, (3.89)

{D⊥1, D⊥2} = O{γ, γ}. (3.90)

In A‖(3)d the structure function g1 appears in the scaling

limit, while g2 appears as a power correction ∼ 1/Q2. In
A⊥(3)d the structure functions g1 and g2 appear at the
same level, but the entire asymmetry is power-suppressed
∼ 1/Q

H. Collinear frames

In the theoretical description of tagged DIS we consider
the process Eq. (3.1) in a frame where the deuteron mo-
mentum pd and the momentum transfer q are collinear
and define the z–axis of the coordinate system (see
Fig. 3). This condition does not specify a unique frame,
but rather a class of frames that are related by boosts
along the z–axis (“collinear frames”). We describe the
4-vectors in this frame by their LF components

v± ≡ v0 ± vz, vT ≡ (vx, vy), (3.91)

and use the notation

v = [v+, v−,vT ]. (3.92)
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FIG. 3. Tagged deuteron DIS in the collinear frame,
Eq. (3.93). The deuteron 3-momentum pd and the momen-
tum transfer q are collinear and define the z-axis (q points in
the negative z-direction). The initial and final electron mo-
menta, pe and pe′ , define the xz plane (both have positive x
components). The deuteron vector polarization is described
by the longitudinal (z-) spin SL and the transverse (xy-) spin
vector ST (the azimuthal angle φS is measured relative to the
positive x axis). The tagged proton momentum pp has both
longitudinal and transverse components (azimuthal angle φp).

The LF components of the 4-momenta pd and q in the
collinear frame are

pd =

[
p+d ,

M2
d

p+d
, 0T

]
, (3.93a)

q =

[
−ξdp+d ,

Q2

ξdp
+
d

, 0T

]
, (3.93b)

where the parameter ξd is related to the scaling variable
xd

ξd =
2xd

1 +
√

1 + γ2
= xd + O(γ2). (3.94)

Note that in our convention the 3-vector q points in the
negative z-direction, qz = (q+ − q−)/2 < 0.

The collinear frames are a class of frames related by
boosts along the z-axis (longitudinal boosts). The boosts
are performed by changing the LF components of the 4-
vectors as

[v+, v−,vT ] → [eηv+, e−ηv−,vT ], (3.95)

where η is the rapidity. If the + and − components are
expressed as multiples of p+d and 1/p+d , the boosts can

be effected by simply changing the value of p+d from the
one in the “old” frame to the one in the “new” frame.
In this sense p+d serves as a parameter that identifies a
particular representative of the class. In particular, the
class of collinear frames includes the deuteron rest frame,
in which

p+d = Md. (3.96)

In this way one can construct a boost-invariant theo-
retical description that can easily be matched with the
deuteron rest frame. The deuteron polarization 4-vector
in any collinear frame is given by

sd =

[
p+d
Md

Szd ,−
Md

p+d
Szd ,SdT

]
, (3.97)

where Szd and SdT ≡ (Sxd , S
y
d ) are the components of the

polarization 3-vector in the rest frame, cf. Eq. (2.19a),

Sd = (SdT , S
z
d), (3.98a)

|Sd|2 = (Szd)2 + |SdT |2 ≤ 1. (3.98b)

In the collinear frames the longitudinal unit 4-vectors
Eq. (3.28) have only + and − components,

ed =

[
p+d
Md

,
Md

p+d
,0T

]
, (3.99a)

eL∗ =

[
−
p+d
Md

,
Md

p+d
,0T

]
. (3.99b)

The transverse unit 4-vectors have only transverse com-
ponents, which are chosen as the x and y directions,

eT1 = [0, 0, ex] , eT2 = [0, 0, ey] , (3.100)

such that the electron scattering plane is the xz plane,
and the electron has a transverse momentum along the
positive x-axis. It is straightforward to compute invari-
ants from these 4-vectors and express them in terms of
deuteron rest-frame variables. Specifically, one sees that
the invariant effective vector polarization parameters, de-
fined in Eq. (3.39), coincide with the longitudinal and
transverse component of the 3-dimensional deuteron po-
larization vector in the rest frame

SL ≡ Szd , (3.101a)

(ST cosφS , ST sinφS) ≡ (Sxd , S
y
d ) = SdT . (3.101b)

The angle φS can be regarded as the angle of the trans-
verse component of the deuteron spin in the rest frame
(or any collinear frame) relative to electron scattering
plane, measured from positive x-axis (see Fig. 3).

In a similar way one can infer the form of the deuteron
polarization 4-tensor in any collinear frame. For the LF
components of a 4-tensor wµν we use the notation [cf.
Eq. (3.95)]

w =


w++ w+− w+j

w−+ w−− w−j

wi+ wi− wij

 (i, j = x, y). (3.102)

The LF components of the deuteron polarization 4-tensor
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in any collinear frame are then given by

td =



(p+d )2

M2
d

T zzd −T zzd
p+d
Md

T zjd

−T zzd
M2
d

(p+d )2
T zzd −Md

p+d
T zjd

p+d
Md

T zid −Md

p+d
T zid T ijd


,(3.103)

where T zzd , T zid and T ijd (i, j = x, y) are the components
of is the deuteron polarization 3-tensor in the rest frame,

Td =

 T ijd T izd

T zjd T zzd

 (i, j = x, y). (3.104)

Eq. (3.103) for the polarization 4-tensor is a straight-
forward generalization of Eq. (3.97) for the polarization
4-vector.

In experimental or theoretical applications one needs
to infer the LF components of a 4-vector in the collinear
frame from those given in another frame. This can eas-
ily be accomplished using the 4-vector basis Eq. (3.37).
From the timelike and spacelike longitudinal vectors, ed
and eL∗, we construct the light-like vectors ed ± eL∗,

(ed ± eL∗)2 = 0, (ed + eL∗)(ed − eL∗) = 2. (3.105)

Their components in the collinear frame are [cf.
Eq. (3.99)]

ed + eL∗ =

[
0,

2Md

p+d
,0T

]
, (3.106a)

ed − eL∗ =

[
2p+d
Md

, 0,0T

]
. (3.106b)

The scalar products of the vectors with an arbitrary vec-
tor v are

(ed + eL∗) v =
Md

p+d
v+, (3.107a)

(ed − eL∗) v =
p+d
Md

v−. (3.107b)

They project out the + and − LF components of the
vector. The transverse components are projected out as

vx = −(eT1v), vy = −(eT2v). (3.108)

The expressions in Eqs. (3.107) and (3.108) are invariant
and can be used to compute the LF components starting
from an arbitrary representation of the vector v and the
basis vectors (e.g., in a frame associated with the exper-
imental setup). Conversely, the components of v in any
frame can be obtained from the LF components in the
collinear frame by expanding v in the basis vectors,

vµ =
Md

2p+d
v+(ed + eL∗)

µ +
p+d

2Md
v−(ed − eL∗)µ

+ vxeµT1 + vyeµT2, (3.109)

and evaluating the expression with the basis vector com-
ponents in the desired frame.

I. Spectator momentum variables

The invariant structure functions in the tagged DIS
cross section Eq. (3.46) depend on kinematic vari-
ables specifying the final-state proton momentum, cf.
Eq. (3.18). Several sets of variables are used in ex-
perimental analysis and theoretical studies (proton 3-
momentum in deuteron rest frame, LF components in
collinear frame, invariant momentum transfer); their re-
lation and kinematic limits are summarized in Ref. [77].
In the following calculations the proton momentum is
specified by its LF components in the collinear frames,

αp ≡
2p+p

p+d
, ppT . (3.110)

The fraction αp is boost-invariant (same in all collinear
frames) and can be expressed in terms of invariants that
can be evaluated in any frame, cf. Eq. (3.107),

αp =
2(ed + eL∗)pp
(ed + eL∗)pd

; (3.111)

the same applies to ppT , cf. Eq. (3.108). In the deuteron
rest frame, αp is given by

αp =
2(Ep + pzp)

Md
= 1 +

pzp
m

+ O
(
|pp|2

m2
,
εd
m

)
,

(3.112)
where m is the nucleon mass and εd the deuteron binding
energy; typical values of αp are therefore of the order

|αp − 1| ∼ |pp|
m

. 0.1. (3.113)

The range of αp is kinematically limited by the conserva-
tion of 4-momentum in the tagged DIS process, which im-
plies the conservation of LF plus momentum, Eq. (3.93),

αp/2 < 1− ξd. (3.114)

The invariant phase space element in the proton momen-
tum is expressed in terms of αp and ppT as

dΓp ≡ [2(2π)3]−1
d3pp
Ep

= [2(2π)3]−1
dαp
αp

d2ppT .

(3.115)
The structure functions in Eq. (3.46) depend on αp and

the modulus of the transverse momentum, |ppT |. The
dependence on the azimuthal angle of the transverse mo-
mentum with respect to the z axis, φp (see Fig. 3), is real-
ized explicitly in the decomposition of the cross section,
which follows from the decomposition of the hadronic
tensor; Eq. (3.46) shows only the terms that are inde-
pendent of φp and survive integration over that variable.
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IV. DEUTERON LIGHT-FRONT STRUCTURE

A. Light-front nuclear structure

We now describe the elements of LF nuclear structure
used in the theoretical calculation of the tagged DIS cross
section. The basic method was developed in Refs. [46, 56]
and is summarized in Ref. [77]. In this section we present
the formalism for the treatment of polarized deuteron
structure in the covariant approach of Refs. [75, 81] and
its connection to nonrelativistic deuteron spin structure.
The evaluation of nucleonic operators and the calculation
of the tagged DIS cross section are discussed in Secs. V
and VI.

High-energy processes such as DIS probe the nucleus
with energy transfers much larger than the hadronic mass
scale and result in hadron production over wide rapid-
ity intervals. One would like to construct a theoretical
description that starts from the nucleus as a system of
protons and neutrons and produces the DIS final state
by scattering on the nucleons, with eventual corrections
due to nuclear binding effects. That such an approxima-
tion can be obtained is not obvious, as the nuclear ini-
tial states relevant for the process might a priori involve
states with energies of the order of the excitation energy,
which in a relativistic context can no longer be described
in terms of nucleonic degrees of freedom. The notion of
energy, and therefore the relevant states, depend on the
relativistic quantization scheme adopted for the descrip-
tion of the process. LF quantization, which describes the
evolution of the process in LF time x+ = t + z (with
the z-direction along the reaction axis), is unique in that
the energies of the intermediate states do not grow with
the collision energy but remain finite in the high-energy
limit. It therefore permits a composite description of the
nuclear initial state in terms of nucleon degrees of free-
dom, which is then matched with the high-energy scat-
tering process on the nucleons, with finite effects due to
nuclear binding.

In LF quantization the spin degrees of freedom of par-
ticles and composite systems are described by light-front
helicity states (see Fig. 4). They are prepared by start-
ing from the spin states in the rest frame, p+ = m
and pT = 0, quantized along the z-direction, perform-
ing first a longitudinal boost to the desired plus mo-
mentum p+ 6= m, and then a transverse boost to the
desired transverse momentum pT 6= 0. The states thus
defined are invariant under longitudinal boosts and trans-
form kinematically under transverse boosts. They differ
from the so-called canonical spin states, which are pre-
pared by performing a standard boost along the particle’s
3-momentum direction as in equal-time quantization, be-
cause boosts along different directions do not commute.
The difference between the two states is a spin rotation,
the so-called Melosh rotation. The explicit form of the
nucleon bispinors for LF helicity states and canonical spin
states, and the Melosh rotation connecting them, is given
in Appendix A. In the following we use a representation

+
p

0m

canonical

light−front
p 0

p
T

TT, ,

rest

,

frame
+

FIG. 4. LF helicity and canonical spin states. The diagram
shows the sequence of boosts leading from the rest-frame to
the particle state with LF momentum p+ and pT .

of the deuteron LF wave function in which the LF he-
licity character of the nucleon spin states is encoded in
the explicit form of the bispinors and thus no explicit
Melosh rotations appear; the rotations are needed only
in proving the equivalence of this representation to the
3-dimensional canonical spin structure in the CM frame
in Sec. IV C and Appendix B.

B. Light-front wave function in 4-dimensional form

The LF quantization is performed in the collinear
frames, Sec. III H, where the deuteron has LF plus
momentum p+d (arbitrary) and transverse momentum
pdT = 0; the deuteron 4-momentum components are [cf.
Eq. (3.93)]

pd =

[
p+d ,

M2
d

p+d
,0T

]
(4.1)

The deuteron spin is described by the LF helicity, λd,
which coincides with the rest-frame spin projection be-
cause the states have zero transverse momentum. The
expansion of the deuteron state in pn states is described
by LF wave function (see Fig. 5)

Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd); (4.2)

the definition of the matrix element and normalization
of the states are given in Ref. [77]. The wave function is
normalized such that∑

λp,λn

∫
dαp d

2ppT
αp(2− αp)

Ψ∗d(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λ′d)

×Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd) = δ(λ′d, λd). (4.3)

It is a function of the proton LF momentum fraction αp
and transverse momentum ppT ; the corresponding values
for the neutron are

αn = 2− αp, pnT = −ppT . (4.4)

The wave function is symmetric under the interchange of
proton and neutron variables (momentum and spin) and
satisfies the relation

Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd)
= Ψd(2− αp,−ppT ;λn, λp|λd). (4.5)
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FIG. 5. The deuteron LF wave function, Eq. (4.2), describing
the expansion of the deuteron state in pn states.

The spin structure of the deuteron LF wave function
can be established on general grounds. It describes the
coupling of the proton and neutron LF helicities, and the
LF orbital angular momentum, to the overall LF helicity
of the deuteron. In the following we use a representa-
tion in which this coupling is expressed in 4-dimensional
form, through invariants constructed out of the nucleon
LF bispinors and a deuteron polarization 4-vector [81].
The LF wave function is written in the form

Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd)

= ūLF(pn, λn) Γα(pp, pn) vLF(pp, λp) ε
α
pn(ppn, λd).

(4.6)

Here pp and pn are the 4-momenta of the proton and
neutron, whose LF components are

pp =

[
αpp

+
d

2
,

2(|p2pT |+m2)

αpp
+
d

, ppT

]
, (4.7a)

pn =

[
(2− αp)p+d

2
,

2(|p2pT |+m2)

(2− αp)p+d
, −ppT

]
, (4.7b)

p2p = p2n = m2. (4.7c)

The LF plus and transverse components are determined
by the variables αp and ppT ; the minus components are
fixed by the mass-shell conditions Eq. (4.7c). Further-
more,

uLF(pn, λn), vLF(pp, λp), (4.8a)

(pnγ −m)uLF = 0, (ppγ +m)vLF = 0, (4.8b)

are the LF bispinor wave functions of the nucleon states
with 4-momenta pp and pn and LF helicities λp and λn,
whose explicit form is given in Appendix A. In Eq. (4.6),
ppn is the total 4-momentum of the pn pair,

ppn ≡ pp + pn =

[
p+d ,

M2
pn

p+d
, 0T

]
, (4.9a)

p2pn = M2
pn ≡

4(|p2pT |+m2)

αp(2− αp)
. (4.9b)

Mpn is known as the invariant mass of the pn pair. Note
that the plus and transverse 4-momentum components
(LF momenta) of the pn pair are the same as those of
the external deuteron state, but the minus component
(LF energy) is different,

p+pn = p+d , Ppn,T = pdT (= 0), (4.10a)

p−pn 6= p−d , (4.10b)

and the invariant mass of the pn pair is different from
the deuteron mass

M2
pn 6= M2

d . (4.11)

These relations reflect the choice of momentum and en-
ergy variables specific to LF quantization. Finally, in
Eq. (4.6), εpn is the 4-vector spin wave function of the pn
system with 4-momentum ppn and mass Mpn,

εpn(ppn, λd) =

[
p+d
Mpn

εzd,−
Mpn

p+d
εzd, εdT

]
, (4.12a)

εpnppn = 0, ε2pn = −(εzd)
2 − ε2dT = −1, (4.12b)

in which εzd and εdT ≡ (εxd , ε
y
d) are the components of the

deuteron 3-vector spin wave function in the deuteron rest
frame,

εd ≡ εd(λd) = (εdT , ε
z
d), ε2d = 1. (4.13)

Note that the pn 4-vector Eq. (4.12) is different from the
deuteron 4-vector,

εd(pd, λd) =

[
p+d
Md

εzd,−
Md

p+d
εzd, εdT

]
, (4.14a)

εdpd = 0, ε2d = −(εzd)
2 − ε2dT = −1. (4.14b)

The particular form of Eq. (4.12) is necessary to ensure
the equivalence of Eq. (4.6) with the 3-dimensional spin
structure of the pn pair in the CM frame, as explained
in Sec. IV C and Appendix B.

The function Γα in Eq. (4.6), a matrix in bispinor space
and a 4-vector, connects the nucleon bispinors and the
deuteron 4-vector to an invariant form. It may be re-
garded as a function of the 4-momenta pp and pn, and
its form is constrained by standard 4-dimensional rela-
tivistic covariance. Taking into account the equations
for the nucleon spinors, Eq. (4.8), it can be decomposed
in independent covariant structures as7

Γα ≡ Γα(pp, pn) = γαG1 + ∆αG2, (4.15)

7 The decomposition of the nucleon-deuteron coupling Eq. (4.15) is
analogous to that of the nucleon coupling to the electromagnetic
current and involves the same number of independent structures.
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where ∆ is the difference of the nucleon 4-momenta,

∆ ≡ pp − pn, ∆ppn = 0, ∆2 = −M2
pn + 4m2,

(4.16)

and G1,2 are scalar functions of the invariant mass of the
pn pair,

G1,2 ≡ G1,2(Mpn). (4.17)

The functions G1,2 contain the dynamical information
about deuteron structure in LF quantization. They can
be matched with the 3-dimensional radial wave func-
tions in equal-time quantization, and their explicit form
is given in Sec. IV C.

Together, Eqs. (4.6) and (4.15) provide a represen-
tation of the LF spin structure of the deuteron in 4-
dimensional form. Its advantages are: (a) The repre-
sentation of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.15) avoids the use of ex-
plicit Melosh rotations, which appear in the standard
construction of the LF wave function starting from a 3-
dimensional wave function with canonical spinors. The
rotations are contained in the explicit form of the LF
bispinors. (b) The representation of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.15)
permits efficient evaluation of the sums over nucleon spin
degrees of freedom in observables, given by overlap inte-
grals of the LF wave functions. Sums over the nucleon
LF helicities can be converted to traces over spin den-
sity matrices in bispinor representation, which can be
evaluated using standard techniques. (c) Overall, the
representation enables a 4-dimensional treatment of spin
structure within the essentially 3-dimensional approach
of LF quantization.

C. Center-of-mass frame variables

In the LF wave function Eq. (4.6) the pn configuration
is specified by the LF momentum variables αp and ppT .
An alternative representation of the LF wave function is
obtained by using as variables the proton 3-momentum
in the CM frame of the pn pair. This representation of-
fers a simple way of realizing rotational invariance in LF
quantization, permits matching of the invariant functions
Eq. (4.17) with the equal-time wave functions, and en-
ables the construction of a nonrelativistic approximation
to the LF wave functions. In the following calculations we
deal with the LF components and the ordinary compo-
nents of 4-vectors at the same time and use the notation
[cf. Eq. (3.92)]

[v+, v−,vT ], (v0,v), (4.18)

to distinguish both sets of components in a given frame.
The CM frame of a given pn configuration is defined as

the frame in which the proton and neutron have opposite
3-momenta in the sense of ordinary vector components.
This frame is a member of the class of collinear frames
and can be reached from any other collinear frame by a
longitudinal boost (see Fig. 6). To show this, we use the

α p

2 α−−

p, pT

− ppTp,

z

k

k

CM frame

longit. boost

gen. collinear frame

FIG. 6. The CM frame variables for the deuteron LF wave
function. In a general collinear frame the wave function de-
pends on the longitudinal and transverse momenta, αp and
ppT (right). By a longitudinal boost any such frame is con-
nected with the CM frame of the pn pair, in which the wave
function depends on the 3-momentum k and exhibits rota-
tional symmetry (left).

fact that a collinear frame in the class is specified by the
value of p+d in that frame (see Sec. III H). The CM frame
of the pn configuration is the special collinear frame with

p+d [CM] = Mpn. (4.19)

In this frame the total 4-momentum of the pn configura-
tion, Eq. (4.9a), has LF components

ppn[CM] = [Mpn,Mpn,0T ], (4.20)

and therefore ordinary components

ppn[CM] = (Mpn,0). (4.21)

The individual proton and neutron 4-momenta have LF
components

pp[CM] =

[
αpMpn

2
,

(2− αp)Mpn

2
,ppT

]
, (4.22a)

pn[CM] =

[
(2− αp)Mpn

2
,
αpMpn

2
,−ppT

]
, (4.22b)

such that the ordinary components satisfy (we suppress
the label [CM])

p0n = 1
2 (p+n + p−n ) = 1

2 (p+p + p−p ) = p0p, (4.23a)

pzn = 1
2 (p+n − p−n ) = − 1

2 (p+p − p−p ) = −pzp, (4.23b)

pnT = −ppT , (4.23c)

i.e., they have the same energy and opposite 3-momenta.
In this frame the proton and neutron 4-momenta can
therefore be expressed in terms of the common 3-
momentum vector as

pp[CM] = (E,k), (4.24a)

pn[CM] = (E,−k), (4.24b)

E ≡ E(k) ≡
√
|k|2 +m2 (4.24c)
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The relation of the CM momentum k to the LF variables
αp and ppT is

kz =
Mpn

2
(αp − 1), kT = ppT , (4.25a)

αp = 1 +
kz

E
, Mpn = 2E. (4.25b)

The CM momentum can therefore serve as a kinematic
variable alternative to the LF variables,

k ↔ {αp,ppT }. (4.26)

The relation between the integration measures is∫
dαp d

2ppT
αp(2− αp)

=

∫
d3k

E(k)
. (4.27)

In the CM frame the polarization vector of the pn sys-
tem, Eq. (4.12), has 4-vector components (LF and ordi-
nary)

εpn[CM] = [εzd,−εzd, εdT ] = (0, εd). (4.28)

This is the same form that the deuteron polarization vec-
tor has in the deuteron rest frame, cf. Eq. (4.14) with
p+d = Md. The CM frame thus permits a particularly
simple representation of the deuteron spin structure. We
use this representation extensively in the calculations in
Secs. V and VI.

In the CM frame the pn LF wave function can be can
be formulated as a 3-dimensional relativistic wave func-
tion in the 3-momentum variable k. It is constructed us-
ing angular momentum wave functions (S and D waves),
canonical nucleon spinors, and the Melosh rotations me-
diating the transition from canonical spin to LF helic-
ity (see Appendix B). The dynamical information is con-
tained in the radial wave functions of the S- and D-waves,

f0(k), f2(k) [k ≡ |k|], (4.29)

which are normalized such that

4π

∫
dk k2

E(k)
[f20 (k) + f22 (k)] = 1. (4.30)

Using the fact that the CM frame is a special collinear
frame, one can then establish the correspondence be-
tween the general LF wave function Eq. (4.6) and the
3-dimensional wave function in the CM frame. The proof
involves expressing the LF bispinors in Eq. (4.6) in terms
of canonical bispinors in the CM frame, reducing the bi-
linear form in the canonical bispinors to two-component
spinors, and comparing with the 3-dimensional wave
function (see Appendix B). As a result, one obtains
the relation between the invariant functions G1,2(M2

pn),
Eq. (4.17) and the 3-dimensional radial wave functions

in the CM frame, f0(k) and f2(k):

G1 =
1

4E

(√
2 f0 − f2

)
, (4.31a)

G2 =
1

8Ek2

[√
2(E −m) f0 + (2E +m) f2

]
(4.31b)

[
G1,2 ≡ G1,2(M2

pn), f0, f2 ≡ f0(k), f2(k)
]
,

where the LF and CM variables are related by Eq. (4.25).
In particular, the correct normalization of the LF wave
function, Eq. (4.3), is obtained from the normalization
condition for the radial wave functions Eq. (4.30). Equa-
tion (4.31) allows one to express the dynamical elements
in the 4-dimensional representation of the deuteron LF
wave function in terms of 3-dimensional wave functions
with well-known properties and represents an essential
tool in the LF structure calculations.

D. Nonrelativistic approximation

The dynamical elements in the deuteron LF wave func-
tion can be determined by solving the dynamical equa-
tion for the two-nucleon bound state (in its differential
or integral form) with an effective NN interaction formu-
lated at fixed LF time. The specific form of the dynami-
cal equation, the physical conditions for the truncation to
the two-nucleon sector, and the technical issues relating
to rotational invariance, are discussed in Refs. [56, 89].
Alternatively, one may construct an approximation to
the deuteron LF wave function from the nonrelativistic
wave function obtained with an effective nonrelativis-
tic NN interaction (potential). This approach allows
one to incorporate the extensive knowledge of NN in-
teractions in nonrelativistic nuclear theory into the LF
nuclear structure calculations. The nonrelativistic ap-
proximation turns out to be fully adequate for nucleon
rest-frame momenta |pp| . 300 MeV and is used in the
present study.

In the nonrelativistic limit k2 � m2, the relativistic
radial wave functions in the CM frame, Eq. (4.29), ap-
proach the nonrelativistic radial wave functions,

fL(k) →
√
mfL,nr(k) (L = 0, 2). (4.32)

The factor
√
m results from the normalization convention

for the nonrelativistic radial functions, which differs from
Eq. (4.30),

4π

∫
dk k2 [f20,nr(k) + f22,nr(k)] = 1. (4.33)

A nonrelativistic approximation to the relativistic radial
functions is provided by

fL(k) =
√
E(k) fL,nr(k) (L = 0, 2). (4.34)
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The approximation becomes exact at small momenta
k2 � m2; it satisfies the relativistic normalization condi-
tion Eq. (4.30) and is therefore correct “on average” also
at large momenta; altogether the approximation thus has
an interpolating quality.8 In the numerical studies in this
work we use Eq. (4.34) with the non-relativistic deuteron
wave functions obtained from AV18 NN potential [90].

V. NUCLEON OPERATORS

A. Matrix elements of nucleon operators

We now present the methods for evaluating matrix el-
ements of nucleon operators in the polarized deuteron
state described by the LF wave function of Sec. IV. In
the following applications we consider nucleon one-body
operators (vector and axial current, tagged DIS cross
section in IA); the methods can easily be extended to
two-body operators (correlations, FSI). The matrix el-
ements of nucleon one-body operators in the polarized
deuteron state can be computed in a simple manner us-
ing the 4-dimensional form of the deuteron LF wave func-
tion, Eq. (4.6). We limit ourselves to matrix elements at
zero momentum transfer (charges, nucleon LF momen-
tum densities); the formulas can easily be generalized to
include momentum transfer.

Let On denote a generic nucleon one-body operator
coupling to the neutron. Its expectation value in a po-
larized deuteron ensemble is given by

〈On〉 ≡
∑
λ′
d,λd

ρd(λd, λ
′
d) 〈d, pd, λ′d|On|d, pd, λd〉, (5.1)

where ρd is the deuteron spin density matrix, and λ′d and
λd are the LF helicities of the deuteron states, which coin-
cide with the rest-frame spin projections (pdT = 0). The
matrix element of the nucleon operator between deuteron
states with LF helicities λd and λ′d in Eq. (5.1) can be
calculated with standard methods, by inserting a com-
plete set of proton-neutron intermediate states, and is

8 In Eq. (4.34) the nonrelativistic wave function on the right-hand
side is evaluated at the LF CM momentum k ≡ |k| defined in
Eq. (4.25), which is not identical to the proton 3-momentum in
the deuteron rest frame, |pp|, but differs from it by corrections
of the order pp/m in the nonrelativistic limit. By expanding the
variable |k| in pp/m one can derive a simplified version of the
nonrelativistic approximation, in which the nonrelativistic wave
function is evaluated directly at the rest-frame momentum |pp|,
and certain factors (1− pzp/m) account for the anisotropy of the
LF description; see Ref. [77] for details. This approximation no
longer has the interpolating quality of Eq. (4.34).

λd’

n

λd

p ppT

λn’ λ

2 −

pα ppT, , λp

,− α

ψψ
d d

∗

FIG. 7. The deuteron matrix element of a one-body neutron
operator (zero momentum transfer). The intermediate proton
state has LF momentum αp and ppT and LF helicity λp; the
neutron states have LF momentum 2−αp and −ppT , and he-
licities λn and λ′n. The variables describing the intermediate
state are integrated/summed over.

obtained as [77] (see Fig. 7)

〈d, pd, λ′d|On|d, pd, λd〉

=

∫
dαp
αp

d2ppT
∑

λp,λ′
n,λn

2

(2− αp)2

× Ψ∗d(αp,ppT ;λp, λ
′
n|λ′d) Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd)

× 〈n, pn, λ′n|On|n, pn, λn〉. (5.2)

The integration is over the LF momentum variables of
the proton; the LF momentum of the neutron is given by

αn = 2− αp, pnT = −ppT . (5.3)

The factor 2/(2− αp)2 results from the normalization of
the deuteron and nucleon states in LF quantization [77].
In Eq. (5.2) the summation is over the LF helicities of the
proton and neutron intermediate states, λp, λn and λ′n.
Ψd and Ψ∗d are the deuteron LF wave function Eq. (4.2)
and its complex conjugate.

〈n, pn, λ′n|On|n, pn, λn〉 (5.4)

denotes the matrix element of the operator between neu-
tron states with 4-momentum pn [with LF components
given by Eq. (5.3)] and LF helicities λn and λ′n.

To evaluate the spin sums in Eq. (5.2), we substitute
the deuteron LF wave functions by their representation
as bilinear forms in LF bispinors, Eq. (4.6). The matrix
element of the nucleon operator between neutron states
can likewise be represented as a bilinear form

〈n, pn, λ′n|On|n, pn, λn〉 = ūLF(pn, λ
′
n) Γn uLF(pn, λn),

(5.5)
where the bispinor matrix Γn is specific to the operator
and governs the dependence of the matrix element on the
LF helicities λ′n and λn. The summations over λp, λ

′
n,

and λn in Eq. (5.2) can then be carried out and give rise
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to the bispinor projectors [cf. Appendix A]∑
λp

vLF(pp, λp)v̄LF(pp, λn) = (ppγ −m), (5.6a)

∑
λn

uLF(pn, λn)ūLF(pn, λn) = (pnγ +m)

(same for λ′n). (5.6b)

The deuteron expectation value Eq. (5.1) is then obtained
as a bispinor trace,

〈On〉 =

∫
dαp
αp

d2ppT
2 tr[ΠnΓn]

(2− αp)2
, (5.7a)

Πn ≡ (ρpn)αβ(pnγ +m)Γα(ppγ −m)Γβ(pnγ +m),
(5.7b)

(ρpn)αβ ≡ 〈εαpnεβ∗pn〉 =
∑
λ′
d,λd

ρd(λd, λ
′
d)ε

α
pn(λd)ε

β∗
pn(λ′d).

(5.7c)

Πn in Eq. (5.7b) is a matrix in bispinor indices and
represents the effective neutron spin density matrix in
the deuteron for a given proton LF momentum αp and
ppT [or equivalently, for a given neutron momentum
Eq. (5.3)]. It depends covariantly on the neutron and
proton 4-momenta, pp and pn, and the parameters char-
acterizing the deuteron polarization. It satisfies the con-
ditions

(pnγ −m)Πn = 0, Πn(pnγ −m) = 0. (5.8)

which follow from the Dirac equation of the neutron
bispinors. ρpn in Eq. (5.7c) is the ensemble average of
the pn polarization vectors, Eq. (4.12), with the deuteron
spin density matrix and represents the spin density ma-
trix of the pn configuration in the polarized deuteron in
LF quantization. It depends covariantly on the total 4-
momentum of the pn system, ppn, as well as on the axial
4-vector and 4-tensor characterizing the deuteron polar-
ization, sd and td. It satisfies the conditions

ppn,α(ρpn)αβ = 0, (ρpn)αβppn,β = 0, (5.9)

which follow from Eq. (4.12); they are analogous to those
satisfied by the deuteron density matrix but involve the
4-momentum of the pn system rather than that of the
deuteron. Explicit expressions for Πn and ρpn will be
derived in the following.

The representation of the expectation value of
Eq. (5.7a) has several important advantages: (a) The
projectors resulting from the summation over the nucleon
LF helicities, Eq. (5.6), do not “remember” the specific
form of the LF helicity spinors; they are the same as
for canonical spinors summed over the canonical spin.
(In the 3-dimensional formulation of spin structure, this
comes about because the Melosh rotations cancel when

summing over the nucleon LF helicities; see Appendix A)
This implies that the “knowledge” of the specific choice
of the LF spin states resides only in the function Γα,
Eq. (4.15), and the spin density matrix of the pn config-
uration, ρpn, Eq. (5.7c). (b) The covariant definition of
ρpn and Πn constrains their dependence on the proton
and neutron 4-momenta and the deuteron polarization
vector and tensor and greatly simplifies the calculation.
(c) The neutron spin density matrix Eq. (5.7b) can be
computed in closed form and has a simple structure. It
can be compared with the density matrix of a free neu-
tron, Eq. (2.5), and interpreted accordingly. (d) Prod-
ucts of gamma matrices and bispinor traces are easily
evaluated. Equation (5.7a) will be our main tool in the
subsequent deuteron structure calculations.

B. Neutron spin density matrix

We now evaluate the effective neutron spin density ma-
trix in the polarized deuteron, Eq. (5.7b). We first derive
explicit expressions for the spin density matrix of the pn
system, Eq. (5.7c), taking into account the properties of
the LF spin wave functions Eq. (4.12) and the conditions
Eq. (5.9). We then calculate the contraction in Eq. (5.7b)
with these expressions and convert the result to a form
that can be compared with the free neutron density ma-
trix. We consider separately the contributions of the un-
polarized, vector-polarized, and tensor-polarized parts of
the deuteron spin density matrix, Eq. (2.16), to the neu-
tron density matrix, Eq. (5.7b), and write

Πn = Πn[unpol] + Πn[vector] + Πn[tensor]. (5.10)

The unpolarized part of the pn spin density matrix is
given by

(ρpn)αβ [unpol] =
1

3

(
−gαβ +

pαpnp
β
pn

M2
pn

)
. (5.11)

It corresponds to the general form of Eq. (2.17) but in-
volves the 4-momentum of the pn configuration instead
of that of the deuteron, cf. Eq. (4.12). Substituting
Eq. (5.11) in Eq. (5.7b), we obtain the effective neutron
density matrix in the unpolarized as

Πn[unpol] =
1

3
(pnγ +m)

[
(12m2 − 2∆2)G2

1

−4m∆2G1G2 + (∆2)2G2
2

]
[G1,2 ≡ G1,2(Mpn)]. (5.12)

The result has been simplified by making use of gamma
matrix identities and the properties of the projectors
Eq. (5.6). The effective neutron density matrix has the
form of the density matrix of a free neutron with 4-
momentum pn, multiplied by a certain function of the
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invariant mass of the pn pair, which is quadratic in the
scalar functions G1,2, Eq. (4.17).

The vector-polarized part of the pn spin density matrix
is given by

(ρpn)αβ [vector] =
i

2Mpn
εαβγδppn,γspn,δ. (5.13)

Here spn is the polarization vector of the pn configuration
in the collinear frame,

spn ≡
[
p+d
Mpn

Szd , −
Mpn

p+d
Szd , SdT

]
, (5.14a)

(spnppn) = 0, (5.14b)

s2pn = −(Szd)2 − |SdT |2 = −|Sd|2, (5.14c)

where Szd and SdT are the components of the deuteron
polarization vector in the rest frame,

Sd = (SdT , S
z
d), |Sd|2 ≤ 1. (5.15)

Again the form of Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) corresponds to
that of the deuteron spin density matrix and polarization
vector, cf. Eq. (3.97), only the quantities are constructed
with the pn 4-momentum rather than the deuteron 4-
momentum. Substituting Eq. (5.13) in Eq. (5.7b), we
obtain the effective neutron density matrix induced by
deuteron vector polarization,

Πn[vector] = 1
2 (pnγ +m)(snγ)γ5, (5.16a)

sαn = 2Mpn

(
2mG1a

α
1 −∆2G2a

α
2

)
G1, (5.16b)

aα1 =
(
gαβ −

pn,αpn,β
m2

)
sβpn, (5.16c)

aα2 =

(
gαβ −

∆α∆β

∆2

)
sβpn, (5.16d)

snpn = 0, a1pn = 0, a2pn = 0. (5.16e)

The specific form of Eq. (5.16) is obtained by making
extensive use of gamma matrix identities and the prop-
erties of the projectors Eqs. (5.6). The effective neutron
density matrix Eq. (5.16a) depends on the axial vector
sn, Eq. (5.16b), which may be regarded as the effective
polarization vector of the neutron in the deuteron. It is
constructed from the the auxiliary 4-vectors a1 and a2,
which are projections of the pn polarization 4-vector spn
on the subspaces orthogonal to pn and ∆. Note that the
two structures in Eq. (5.16b) individually satisfy the con-
dition pnsn = 0 for any value of the scalar functions G1

and G2.
The tensor-polarized part of the pn spin density matrix

is parameterized as

(ρpn)αβ [tensor] = −(tpn)αβ , (5.17)

where tpn is the polarization 4-tensor of the pn configu-
ration and satisfies

(tpn)αβ = (tpn)βα, (tpn)αα = 0, (5.18a)

ppn,α(tpn)αβ = (tpn)αβppn,β = 0. (5.18b)

The tensor can be constructed in analogy to the polar-
ization 4-vector of Eq. (5.14). Its LF components in the
collinear frame are [in the notation of Eq. (3.102)]

tpn =



(p+d )2

M2
pn

T zzd −T zzd
p+d
Mpn

T zjd

−T zzd
M2
pn

(p+d )2
T zzd −Mpn

p+d
T zjd

p+d
Mpn

T zid −Mpn

p+d
T zid T ijd


,(5.19)

where T zzd , T zid and T ijd (i, j = x, y) are the components
of is the deuteron polarization 3-tensor in the rest frame.
The pn tensor in Eq. (5.19) has the same form as the
deuteron tensor, Eq. (3.103), only with the deuteron mass
in the boost parameter replaced by the pn invariant mass.
Substituting Eq. (5.17) in Eq. (5.7b), the effective neu-
tron density matrix induced by the deuteron tensor po-
larization is obtained as

Πn[tensor] =
1

2
(pnγ +m) (pntpnpn)

× 8
(
G2

1 + ∆2G2
2 − 4mG1G2

)
. (5.20)

One observes that the neutron density matrix induced by
deuteron tensor polarization has has the same form as
the unpolarized density matrix Eq. (5.12). The deuteron
tensor polarization enters in the neutron density matrix
only through the contraction (pntpnpn). This encodes the
constraints from rotational and relativistic covariance.
It implies that the tensor polarization of the deuteron
cannot induce an effective spin polarization of the neu-
tron. Altogether, Eq. (5.10), with the parts given by
Eqs. (5.12), (5.16) and (5.20), describes the effective neu-
tron spin density matrix in a polarized deuteron ensemble
with general vector and tensor polarization,

The neutron spin density matrix becomes particularly
simple when expressed in terms of the CM frame vari-
ables [see Sec. IV C, Eq. (4.31)]. This representation
allows one to identify the contributions of the S- and
D-waves and relate the effective neutron polarization to
3-dimensional deuteron structure. The unpolarized part
of the neutron density matrix, Eq. (5.12), becomes

Πn[unpol] =
1

2
(pnγ +m)(f20 + f22 )

[f0,2 ≡ f0,2(k)]. (5.21)

In the vector-polarized part, the pn polarization 4-vector
Eq. (5.14) is in the CM frame given by (we give both the
LF and ordinary components, cf. Sec. IV C)

spn[CM] = [Szd ,−Szd ,SdT ] = (0,Sd), (5.22)
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i.e., it has the same components as the deuteron polar-
ization 4-vector in the deuteron rest frame. It is straight-
forward to compute the neutron polarization vector from
the formulas in Eq. (5.16). The 4-vector products in
Eq. (5.16c) and (5.16e) can be evaluated directly in the
CM frame and become

spnpn = spn[CM] pn[CM] = Sdk, (5.23a)

spn∆ = spn[CM] ∆[CM] = −2Sdk. (5.23b)

Altogether we obtain the vector-polarized part of the
neutron spin density matrix in the CM frame as

Πn[vector] = 1
2 (pnγ +m)(snγ)γ5, (5.24a)

sn[CM] = (s0n, sn), (5.24b)

s0n = −Sdk
m

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)2

, (5.24c)

sn =

[(
Sd +

E −m
m

(Sdk)k

|k|2

)
f0

+

(
2Sd −

E + 2m

m

(Sdk)k

|k|2

)
f2√

2

]
×
(
f0 −

f2√
2

)
. (5.24d)

The components of sn in an arbitrary collinear frame
can be obtained from Eq. (5.24) by forming the LF plus
and minus components in the CM frame, and perform-
ing a longitudinal boost to the desired value of p+d (cf.
Secs. III H and IV C)

s±n [CM] = (s0n ± szn)[CM], (5.25a)

s+n [arb. coll.] =
p+d
Mpn

s+n [CM], (5.25b)

s−n [arb. coll.] =
Mpn

p+d
s−n [CM], (5.25c)

snT [arb. coll.] = snT [CM]. (5.25d)

In the tensor-polarized part, the pn polarization 4-tensor
Eq. (5.17) is in the CM frame given by (we give the or-
dinary components)

(tpn)α0[CM] = (tpn)0β [CM] = 0, (5.26a)

(tpn)ij [CM] = (Td)
ij 6= 0, (5.26b)

where (Td)
ij are the components of the 3-dimensional

deuteron polarization tensor in the deuteron rest frame.
The contraction in Eq. (5.20) becomes

(pntpnpn) = (kTdk). (5.27)

We obtain the tensor-polarized part of the neutron spin
density matrix in the CM frame as

Πn[tensor] = −1

2
(pnγ +m)

3(kTdk)

|k|2

×
(

2f0 +
f2√

2

)
f2√

2
. (5.28)

Together, Eqs. (5.21), (5.24) and (5.28) specify the neu-
tron spin density matrix in terms of the CM frame vari-
ables.

The structure of the neutron spin density matrix in
terms of the CM frame variables shows several interesting
features. (a) The unpolarized part, Eq. (5.21), is the sum
of S- and D-wave probabilities of the CM wave function,
as expected. (b) The vector-polarized part of the neutron
spin density matrix, Eq. (5.24), involves mixing of the S-
and D-waves. This is a consequence of the relativistic
spin rotations involved in the transition from canonical
spin states to LF helicity states (Melosh rotations; in our
formulation they are contained in the explicit form of the
LF helicity bispinors). (c) The tensor-polarized part of
the neutron spin density matrix, Eq. (5.28), is propor-
tional to the D-wave. This is natural, as tensor polariza-
tion would be absent for a pure S-wave bound state in
the CM frame and cannot be induced by relativistic spin
rotations (|∆L| ≤ 1).

The neutron density matrix Eq. (5.10), with the parts
given by Eqs. (5.12), (5.16) and (5.20), or equivalently by
Eqs. (5.21), (5.24) and (5.28), contains the full informa-
tion on the effective neutron polarization (longitudinal
and transverse spin, spin-orbit correlations) in a general
polarized deuteron ensemble. We use this density ma-
trix to calculate the neutron LF helicity distributions
in Sec. V C and the tagged DIS structure functions in
Sec. VI

In the following applications we need the effective neu-
tron spin density matrix in a pure deuteron spin state
polarized along a given direction. It can be obtained by
evaluating the general expressions for the neutron den-
sity matrix derived in this section, Eqs. (5.21), (5.24) and
(5.28), with the specific values of the rest-frame polariza-
tion 3-vector and 3-tensor corresponding to the pure spin
state given in Sec. II B. For a state with spin projection
λd along a rest-frame direction N , with |N |2 = 1, the
neutron density is obtained as

Πn[pure](N , λd) = Πn[unpol] + Πn[vector](Sd)

+ Πn[tensor](Td) (5.29a)
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Sd = λdN , (5.29b)

Td = −1

6

(
δij − 3N iN j

)
×
{

1, λd = ±1
(−2), λd = 0

}
, (5.29c)

(kTdk) = −1

6

[
|k|2 − 3(Nk)2

]
×
{

1, λd = ±1
(−2), λd = 0

}
, (5.29d)

where the general expressions of the terms in Eq. (5.29a)
are given by Eqs. (5.21), (5.24) and (5.28). The 3-tensor
of Eq. (5.29c) represents the rest-frame components of
the special tensor Eq. (2.24).

C. Neutron light-front momentum distributions

We now want to calculate the LF momentum distribu-
tions of nucleons with given LF helicity in the deuteron.
The simplest way is to calculate the expectation value of
the plus component of the vector and axial vector cur-
rent in the deuteron (i.e., the deuteron’s vector and axial
charge) in the IA, and represent it as an integral over the
LF momentum of the nucleons. A formal definition of
the LF momentum distributions can be given using the
second-quantized nucleon number operators or light-ray
operators.

The expectation value of the isoscalar vector current
in a deuteron ensemble is of the general form

〈J+
V 〉 = 2p+d gV d, (5.30)

where gV d = 2 is the vector charge (baryon number) of
the deuteron. In the IA the current is the sum of the
proton and neutron currents. The deuteron expectation
value can be computed as the sum of the nucleon con-
tributions, using the general formulas of Sec. V A. The
matrix element of the vector current between neutron
states with LF helicity λn = ±1/2 is

〈n, pn, λ′n|J+
V |n, pn, λn〉

= ūLF(pn, λ
′
n)γ+uLF(pn, λn) gV (5.31a)

= 2p+n δ(λn, λ
′
n) gV , (5.31b)

where gV = 1 is the isoscalar vector charge of the nu-
cleon. The matrix element is diagonal in the LF helicities
and independent of their value. The vector current thus
“counts” the helicity-independent (or averaged) number
of neutrons. According to Eq. (5.7a) the neutron contri-

bution to the deuteron expectation value is given by

〈J+
V 〉 = gV

∫
dαp
αp

d2ppT
2 tr[Πnγ

+]

(2− αp)2

= p+d gV d. (5.32)

We identify the function

Sd(αp,ppT ) ≡ tr[Πnγ
+]

(2− αp)2 p+d
(5.33)

as the helicity-independent LF momentum distribution of
neutrons in the deuteron ensemble. In accordance with
nuclear physics terminology we refer to it as the deuteron
LF spectral function (see explanation below). It is a func-
tion of the proton LF momentum variables and satisfies∫

dαp
αp

d2ppT Sd(αp,ppT ) =
gV d
2gV

= 1. (5.34)

The trace in Eq. (5.33) receives contributions from the
unpolarized and tensor-polarized parts of the neutron
density matrix. Substituting the explicit form of the neu-
tron density matrix in the CM frame variable, Eqs. (5.21)
and (5.28), and using

1

2
tr[(pnγ +m)γ+] = 2p+n = (2− αp)p+d (5.35)

we obtain

Sd = Sd[unpol] + Sd[tensor], (5.36a)

Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol] =
f20 + f22
2− αp

, (5.36b)

Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor] = − 3

2− αp
(kTdk)

|k|2

×
(

2f0 +
f2√

2

)
f2√

2
. (5.36c)

The LF momentum-dependent prefactor could equiva-
lently be expressed in terms of the CM momentum vari-
able as

1

2− αp
=

E

E − kz
; (5.37)

we leave it in its original form, as in this form it can
be combined with similar factors appearing in integrals
over the LF momentum. Using the relation Eq. (4.27)
one easily verifies that the unpolarized part Eq. (5.36b)
satisfies the normalization condition Eq. (5.34), and that
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the tensor-polarized part Eq. (5.36c) averages to zero,∫
dαp
αp

d2ppT Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]

=

∫
d3k

E
(f20 + f22 ) = 1, (5.38a)∫

dαp
αp

d2ppT Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor]

∝
∫
dΩk

(kTdk)

|k|2
= 0. (5.38b)

Eq. (5.38b) holds because the polarization tensor in the
CM frame is traceless, cf. Eq. (5.26). These relations
ensure the conservation of baryon number in the deuteron
LF structure.

The helicity-independent neutron distributions also
satisfy a LF momentum sum rule. Because the functions

Sd(αp,ppT )

αp
[unpol] and

Sd(αp,ppT )

αp
[tensor] (5.39)

are symmetric under αp → 2 − αp, Eqs. (5.38a) and
(5.38b) imply∫

dαp
αp

d2ppT (2− αp) Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol] = 1,

(5.40a)∫
dαp
αp

d2ppT (2− αp) Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor] = 0.

(5.40b)

This relation ensures LF momentum conservation in
tagged DIS on the deuteron (see Sec. VI).

In a similar way we can obtain the spin-dependent neu-
tron LF momentum distribution in a vector-polarized
deuteron. The expectation value of the isoscalar axial
vector current in the deuteron ensemble is

〈J+
A 〉 = 2Mds

+
d gAd = 2Szd p

+
d gAd, (5.41)

where we used the explicit form of polarization vector in
collinear frame, Eq. (3.97). Here gAd is the axial charge of
the deuteron, which is a property of the deuteron bound
state and cannot be determined from first principles. The
axial current is the sum of proton and neutron currents.
The matrix element of the neutron axial current between
nucleon states with LF helicity λn = ±1/2 is

〈n, pn, λ′n|J+
A |n, pn, λn〉

= ūLF(pn, λ
′
n)(−γ+γ5)uLF(pn, λn) gA (5.42a)

= 2p+n (2λn) δ(λn, λ
′
n) gA, (5.42b)

where gA is the isoscalar axial coupling of the nucleon.
The matrix element is again diagonal in the LF helici-
ties, but the diagonal value is now proportional to the

LF helicity. The axial vector current with matrix −γ+γ5
therefore counts the difference between the number of
neutrons with LF helicities +1/2 and −1/2. The calcu-
lation of the deuteron expectation value proceeds analo-
gously to Eq. (5.32), and we identify

∆Sd(αp,ppT ) ≡ tr[Πn(−γ+γ5)]

(2− αp)2 p+d
(5.43)

as the helicity-dependent LF momentum distribution of
neutrons in the deuteron ensemble. It satisfies∫

dαp
αp

d2ppT ∆Sd(αp,ppT ) = Szd

(
gAd
2gA

)
, (5.44)

which may be regarded as the nucleon spin sum rule.
Only the vector-polarized part of the neutron density ma-
trix Eq. (5.10) contributes to the trace in Eq. (5.43),

∆Sd ≡ ∆Sd[vector]. (5.45)

With Eq. (5.24) we obtain

tr[Πn(−γ+γ5)] =
1

2
tr[(pnγ +m)(snγ)γ5(−γ+γ5)]

= 2ms+n . (5.46)

Using the explicit expressions for the neutron polariza-
tion vector in the CM frame, Eq. (5.24), we obtain

∆Sd(αp,ppT ) =
1

2− αp

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)
×
(
C0f0 −

C2f2√
2

)
, (5.47)

where

C0 ≡ C0(k)

≡ m

(2− αp)E

[
Szd −

Sdk

m
+

(Sdk)kz

m(E +m)

]
, (5.48a)

C2 ≡ C2(k)

≡ m

(2− αp)E

[
−2Szd −

Sdk

m
+

(E + 2m) (Sdk)kz

m|k|2

]
.

(5.48b)

These factors can also be written in the form

C0(k) = Szd −
(E + kz)|kT |2

(E +m)(m2 + |kT |2)
Szd

− (E + kz)(E − kz +m)

(E +m)(m2 + |kT |2)
(SdTkT ), (5.49a)

C2(k) = Szd −
(E + 2m)(E + kz)|kT |2

(m2 + |kT |2)|k|2
Szd

+
(E + kz)[−|k|2 + (E + 2m)kz]

(m2 + |kT |2)|k|2
(SdTkT ),

(5.49b)
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where we have used that

(E + kz)(E − kz) = E2 − (kz)2

= m2 + |kT |2, (5.50a)

2− αp = 1− kz

E
, (5.50b)

1

2− αp
=

E

E − kz
=

E(E + kz)

m2 + |kT |2
. (5.50c)

The factors C0 and C2 describe the effect of the nucle-
ons’ orbital motion on the neutron LF helicity. In the
3-dimensional representation of the deuteron LF wave
function they arise from the Melosh rotations connect-
ing the canonical nucleon spinors with the LF helicity
spinors (see Appendix B). In the 4-dimensional represen-
tation employed here this information is encoded in the
specific form of the effective neutron polarization vec-
tor sn, Eq. (5.16b). Note that the factors are equal to
unity at zero transverse momentum, cf. Eqs. (5.49a) and
(5.49b),

C0(k), C2(k) = 1 at kT = ppT = 0, kz arbitrary,
(5.51)

as is expected of the Melosh rotation.
In the CM representation Eq. (5.47) one can eas-

ily evaluate the normalization integral of the polarized
nucleon distribution, Eq. (5.44). Using the relation
Eq. (4.27) one obtains(

gAd
2gA

)
Szd

=

∫
dαp
αp

d2ppT∆Sd(αp,ppT )

=

∫
d3k

E

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
C0f0 −

C2f2√
2

)

= 4π

∫
dk k2

E

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
C̄0f0 −

C̄2f2√
2

)
, (5.52)

where C̄0, C̄2 are the angular averages of the factors
C0, C2,

C̄0(k) ≡
∫
dΩk
4π

C0(k)

=
mSzd
E +m

(
m

k
log

E + k

m
+ 1

)
, (5.53a)

C̄2(k) ≡
∫
dΩk
4π

C2(k)

=
mSzd
k2

[
(E + 2m)

m

k
log

E + k

m
− 2E −m

]
.

(5.53b)

Notice that structures proportional to SdTkT average to
zero, so that the averages are proportional to Szd , as it

should be. The expansion in k/m of the averages is

C̄0(k) = Szd

[
1 − 1

3

k2

m2
+ O

(
k4

m4

)]
, (5.54a)

C̄2(k) = Szd

[
−1 +

4

15

k2

m2
+ O

(
k4

m4

)]
. (5.54b)

Neglecting terms O(k2/m2), the integral Eq. (5.52) be-
comes

gAd
2gA

= 4π

∫
dk k2

E

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
f0 +

f2√
2

)

= 4π

∫
dk k2

E

(
f20 −

f22
2

)

= 4π

∫
dk k2

E

(
f20 + f22 −

3f22
2

)
= 1− 3

2
ω2, (5.55)

where we have canceled the factor Szd on both sides. Here

ω2 ≡ 4π

∫
dk k2

E(k)
f22 (k) (5.56)

is the D-state probability of the deuteron wave function
in the CM frame. Equation (5.55) has the same form
as the nonrelativistic result for the deuteron axial charge
including the D-state correction.

Some explanations are in order regarding the definition
of the LF spectral function and the correspondence with
nuclear physics terminology. (a) The deuteron spectral
function Sd describes the LF momentum distribution of
neutrons in the deuteron as a function of the proton LF
momentum and is normalized as Eq. (5.34); this defini-
tion is appropriate for tagged DIS experiments where the
proton momentum is measured and will be used in the
following. The conventional neutron LF momentum den-
sity is defined as a function of the neutron LF momentum
and related to the spectral function as

Nd(αn,pnT ) =
αn
αp
Sd(αp,ppT )

[αp = 2− αn, ppT = −pnT ], (5.57)

such that its normalization is∫
dαn
αn

∫
d2pnT Nd(αn,pnT ) = 1. (5.58)

(b) The spectral function represents the nuclear structure
information entering in the IA. In the general case of a
nucleus with A > 2, it describes the probability density
for removing a nucleon with a given momentum, while
leaving the A − 1 remnant system with a given excita-
tion energy (the momentum of the A− 1 system is fixed
by the removed nucleon momentum) [91]. The nucleon
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FIG. 8. The deuteron spectral function Sd in the unpolarized
deuteron, Eq. (5.59a). It describes the helicity-independent
LF momentum distribution of neutrons in the unpolarized
deuteron as a function of the proton LF momentum. The
plot shows the dependence on αp for several values of |ppT |.

momentum density is then obtained by integrating over
the excitation energy of the A − 1 system. In the par-
ticular case of the deuteron with A = 2, the remnant
system is the single spectator nucleon, whose energy is
fixed by the momentum, so that the spectral function
depends on the momentum variable only and coincides
with the momentum density up to a factor accounting
for the normalization, cf. Eq. (5.58).

D. Distribution in unpolarized deuteron

The expressions Eqs. (5.36) and (5.47) describe the
LF momentum distributions of neutrons in a deuteron
ensemble with arbitrary polarization (vector, tensor). It
is instructive to consider the distributions in some spe-
cial cases. In an unpolarized ensemble (S = 0, T =
0) only the helicity-independent neutron distribution
Eqs. (5.36b) is present,

Sd(αp,ppT ) =
f20 + f22
2− αp

, (5.59a)

∆Sd(αp,ppT ) = 0. (5.59b)

One notes that (a) in the helicity-independent distribu-
tion the S- and D-waves of the CM-frame wave function
do not mix; (b) the helicity-dependent distribution is zero
for arbitrary neutron LF momentum, i.e., no LF helicity
polarization is induced by the orbital motion.

Figure 8 shows the helicity-independent neutron dis-
tribution in the unpolarized deuteron as a function of
αp for several values of |ppT |. One observes: (a) The

distribution is maximal at αp = 1 and |ppT | = 0 and
drops steeply when increasing |αp − 1| or |ppT |, as im-
plied by the nucleon momentum distribution in the CM
frame. (b) An asymmetry between the distributions at
αp > 1 and < 1 is caused by the flux factor 1/(2 − αp)
in Eq. (5.59a). Figure 9 shows the ratio of the neutron
distribution resulting from the D-wave only to that re-
sulting from S- and D-waves (i.e., the total distribution),

Sd(αp,ppT ) [D-wave]

Sd(αp,ppT ) [S+D-waves]
. (5.60)

This ratio can be regarded the probability for sampling
the D-wave component of the CM motion when observ-
ing a proton (or neutron) with given LF momentum. One
observes: (a) The D-wave probability vanishes at αp = 1
and |ppT | = 0, corresponding to CM momentum |k| = 0.
(b) The D-wave probability becomes unity at LF mo-
menta corresponding to |k| ≈ 400 MeV, where the S-
wave function in the CM frame goes through zero [90];
(c) The D-wave probability decreases again at large CM
momenta.

E. Distribution in deuteron helicity states

In a pure deuteron state with LF helicity +1 the
helicity-independent neutron distribution is

Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1] = Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]

+ Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor]. (5.61)

Here the tensor-polarized part is given by Eq. (5.36c),
evaluated with the special tensor Eq. (5.29c), and with
the contraction given by Eq. (5.29d), for polarization
along the z-direction, N = ez,

Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor]

= − 1

2− αp
CT

(
2f0 +

f2√
2

)
f2√

2
, (5.62a)

CT ≡ CT (k) = 3
(kTk)

|k|2
=

1

2

[
−1 +

3(kz)2

|k|2

]

= 1− 3|kT |2

2|k|2
. (5.62b)

Combining this with the unpolarized part given by
Eq. (5.36b), we obtain

Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1]

=
1

2− αp

[
f20 + f22 − CT

(
2f0 +

f2√
2

)
f2√

2

]
. (5.63)

The helicity-dependent neutron distribution is

∆Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1]

=
1

2− αp

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
C0f0 −

C2f2√
2

)
, (5.64)
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FIG. 9. The D-wave fraction in the deuteron spectral function, Sd[D-wave]/Sd[S+D-waves], in the unpolarized deuteron,
Eq. (5.60). The 2-dimensional plot shows the ratio as a function of αp and |ppT |.

where C0, C2 are the factors of Eqs. (5.48a) and (5.48b)
with Szd = 1 and SdT = 0

C0 ≡ C0(k)

≡ m

(2− αp)E

[
1 − kz

m
+

(kz)2

m(E +m)

]
, (5.65a)

C2 ≡ C2(k)

≡ m

(2− αp)E

[
−2 − kz

m
+

(E + 2m) (kz)2

m|k|2

]
,

(5.65b)

which can also be written in the form

C0(k) = 1− (E + kz)|kT |2

(E +m)(m2 + |kT |2)
, (5.66a)

C2(k) = 1− (E + 2m)(E + kz)|kT |2

(m2 + |kT |2)|k|2
. (5.66b)

One may also consider the distributions of neutrons with
LF helicity +1/2 and −1/2 in the deuteron state with
LF helicity +1,

Sd±[pure +1] ≡ 1

2
(Sd ±∆Sd) [pure +1], (5.67a)

{Sd, ∆Sd}[pure +1] = (Sd+ ± Sd−) [pure +1].
(5.67b)

The functions Sd± are positive for arbitrary LF momenta

Sd± ≥ 0, |∆Sd| ≤ Sd. (5.68)

The positivity can be proved using the explicit expres-
sions given above and will be demonstrated by the nu-
merical results below. The functions Sd± have a prob-
abilistic interpretation as the distributions of neutrons
with helicities “along” or “against” the deuteron helicity.

The effective polarization of the neutron in the
deuteron depends on the proton LF momentum. An in-
teresting effect is observed at zero transverse momentum,
ppT = kT = 0, and arbitrary longitudinal momentum
αp 6= 1, kz 6= 0. In this kinematic limit the factors C0

and C2 in ∆Sd are unity, Eqs. (5.66a) and (5.66b), and
the factor CT in Sd is also unity, Eq. (5.62b). The dis-
tributions Eq. (5.63) thus become

Sd(αp,ppT = 0)[pure +1]

= ∆Sd(αp,ppT = 0)[pure +1]

= Sd+(αp,ppT = 0)[pure +1]

=
1

2− αp

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)2

, (5.69a)

Sd−(αp,ppT = 0)[pure +1] = 0, (5.69b)

and the neutron is completely polarized along the direc-
tion of the deuteron LF helicity. This happens because
configurations with neutron LF helicity opposite to the
deuteron involve LF orbital angular momentum Lz 6= 0,
which requires non-zero transverse momentum. It is re-
markable that the 4-dimensional representation of the
deuteron LF wave function reproduces this effect without
explicit reference to orbital angular momentum states.
Notice that the distribution at ppT includes contributions
from the S- and D-wave of the CM wave function.
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Figure 10 shows the ratio

Sd+
Sd+ + Sd−

=
1

2

(
1 +

∆Sd
Sd

)
, 0 ≤ (ratio) ≤ 1,

(5.70)
in a pure deuteron spin state with LF helicity +1. It
describes the probability that a neutron observed at a
given LF momentum has LF helicity +1/2 (along the
deuteron spin direction); the probability that it has LF
helicity −1/2 (opposite to the deuteron spin direction) is
given by 1 minus the ratio. The dependence on the LF
momentum shows several interesting features: (a) The
ratio is close to unity in the region 0.8 < αp < 1.2 and
|ppT | < 200 MeV, which corresponds to CM momenta
|k| . 200 MeV, where the S-wave dominates in the CM
wave function. (b) The ratio is equal to unity at |ppT | = 0
for arbitrary αp, as implied by Eq. (5.69). Exceptions are
the points αp = 0.7 and 1.3, which correspond to values
of k at which the combination of radial wave functions
(f0−f2/

√
2) in Eq. (5.69) vanishes (singular points). (c)

The ratio becomes small at αp ∼ 1 and |ppT | ≥ 400 MeV.
In this region the D-wave dominates in the CM wave
function, and the effects of relativistic spin rotations are
large.

In sum, one sees that the neutron polarization in the
polarized deuteron can effectively be controlled by select-
ing certain regions of the LF momentum. This feature
can be exploited in tagged DIS experiments (see below)
and represents an important advantage of spectator tag-
ging.

The integrals of the deuteron spectral functions over
the proton transverse momentum ppT describe the dis-
tributions of neutrons with respect to the longitudinal

LF momentum fraction αp only,

Sd(αp) ≡
∫
d2ppT Sd(αp,ppT ), (5.71a)

∆Sd(αp) ≡
∫
d2ppT ∆Sd(αp,ppT ), (5.71b)

which are normalized such that

∫ 2

0

dαp
αp
{Sd(αp), ∆Sd(αp)} =

{
1,
gAd
2gA

}
. (5.72)

These functions are the analog of the parton distributions
in the parton model of hadron structure and appear in
the description of ppT -integrated tagged DIS measure-
ments on the deuteron. Figures 11 and 12 show the
integrated LF momentum densities obtained with our
deuteron LF wave function. One observes: (a) The
integrated distributions are concentrated in the region
αp ≈ (0.9, 1.1), corresponding to nucleon CM momenta
k . 100 MeV. (b) The neutrons are overwhelmingly po-
larized along the direction of the deuteron LF helicity.
The integrated distribution Sd− is at the level of a few
percent of Sd+. The magnitude of the distribution is
consistent with their normalization integrals: in the non-
relativistic limit, using Eq. (5.55), we find

[∫
dαp
αp
Sd−(αp)

]/[∫
dαp
αp
Sd+(αp)

]
≈ 3

4
ω2.

(5.73)
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FIG. 11. The deuteron spectral functions Sd and ∆Sd, in-
tegrated over the proton transverse momentum, in the pure
deuteron spin state with LF helicity +1. These functions
describe the helicity-independent and helicity-dependent LF
momentum distributions of neutrons in the deuteron with LF
helicity +1.

VI. TAGGED DIS IN IMPULSE
APPROXIMATION

A. Impulse approximation

We now calculate the cross section of polarized tagged
DIS on the deuteron, using the LF methods developed in
Secs. IV and V. We restrict ourselves to the IA, where it
is assumed that (i) the current operator couples only to
a single nucleon; (ii) the DIS final state produced from
the active nucleon evolves independently from spectator.
The IA result contains the nucleon pole and dominates
the tagged DIS cross section at small proton momenta.
The justification of the IA and steps of calculation are de-
scribed in Ref. [77]. Here we focus on the aspects specific
to electron and deuteron polarization.

In tagged DIS on the deuteron in a general ensemble of
spin states, described by the density matrix ρd(λd, λ

′
d),

the deuteron tensor given by

Wµν
d (pd, q, pp) = 〈Wµν

d 〉

=
∑
λ′
d,λd

ρd(λd, λ
′
d) W

µν
d (pd, q, pp|λ′d, λd), (6.1)

where the tensor on the right-hand side is the nondiag-
onal deuteron tensor between LF helicity states with λd
and λ′d, cf. Eqs. (3.9a) and (3.9b). In the IA in a collinear
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FIG. 12. The deuteron spectral functions Sd+ and ∆Sd−, in-
tegrated over the proton transverse momentum, in the pure
deuteron spin state with LF helicity +1 (cf. Fig. 11). These
functions describe the LF momentum distributions of neu-
trons with LF helicity +1/2 and −1/2 in the deuteron with
LF helicity +1. The plot shows Sd− multiplied by 10.

frame, the latter is obtained as (see Fig. 13) [77]

Wµν
d (pd, q, pp|λ′d, λd)

=
∑

λp,λ′
n,λn

[2(2π)3]
2

(2− αp)2

×Ψ∗d(αp,ppT ;λp, λ
′
n|λ′d) Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd)

×Wµν
n (pn, q̃;λ

′
n, λn). (6.2)

The αp dependent factor and the quadratic expression in
Ψ∗d and Ψd represent a particular momentum density of
the deuteron LF wave function. The tensor

Wµν
n (pn, q̃;λ

′
n, λn) (6.3)

is the tensor for inclusive DIS on the neutron. It is
evaluated at the on-shell neutron 4-momentum with LF
components Eq. (5.3), and at the effective 4-momentum
transfer

q̃ ≡ q + pd − pn − pp, (6.4a)

pn + q̃ = q + pd − pp, (6.4b)

which accounts for the effects of LF energy nonconser-
vation in the intermediate state [77]. The neutron spin
states are described by their LF helicities λ′n and λn, and
the tensor is generally non-diagonal in these variables.

The summation over the nucleon LF helicities in
Eq. (6.2) and deuteron spin in Eq. (6.1) can be per-
formed using the neutron spin density matrix formalism
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described in Sec. V A. The neutron tensor is represented
as a bilinear form in LF bispinors,

Wµν
n (pn, q̃;λ

′
n, λn) = ūLF(pn, λ

′
n) Γµνn (pn, q̃)

× uLF(pn, λn), (6.5)

where Γµνn is matrix in bispinor indices, whose specific
form is given below. The deuteron tensor of the ensemble,
Eq. (6.1), can then be expressed as a bispinor trace,

Wµν
d (pd, q, pp) = [2(2π)3]

2

(2− αp)2

× tr[ Πn(pd, pp; sn) Γµνn (pn, q̃) ], (6.6)

where Πn is the effective neutron spin density matrix
Eq. (5.7b). [In contrast to Eq. (5.7a), there is no integra-
tion over the proton LF momentum variables αp and αp,
as those are fixed to the tagged proton values.] Equa-
tion (6.5) represents the IA result for a general deuteron
ensemble.

To determine the tagged DIS structure functions, one
evaluates the tensor equation Eq. (6.6) with the spe-
cific form of the neutron tensor (unpolarized, polarized)
and the neutron spin density matrix (unpolarized, vector,
tensor), and derives equations for the structure functions
by taking suitable components of the tensor equation.
To separate the various structure functions one needs to
use both + and T LF components of the deuteron and
nucleon tensors. It is known that in LF quantization of
interacting spin-1/2 systems the + and T components of
the current operator have different status: the + current
components are formed from the independent canonical
degrees of freedom and are free of interactions (“good
components”); the T components involve dependent de-
grees of freedom and thus depend on the interactions
(“bad components”). The use of bad components in the
IA therefore generally must be regarded as an approxima-
tion. However, studies have shown that the interaction
effects in the T components of the current are suppressed
in the DIS limit Q2 � m2, x fixed, i.e., that they do not
affect the result for the leading structure functions in the
DIS limit (leading-twist approximation) [46, 92]. In the
following calculations we consider only the leading struc-
ture functions in the DIS limit (unpolarized, polarized),
for which the use of T components is justified. This is

supported by the fact that the IA structure functions in
the DIS limit satisfy the sum rules for baryon number,
LF momentum, and spin (see below).

We note that the calculations could in principle be ex-
tended to power-suppressed structures in the DIS limit,
such as the spin structure functions F[LST ]d or g2d (see
Sec. III G). In this case the interaction effects in the
T components of the current could no longer be ne-
glected, and new considerations would be needed — the
so-called angular conditions on the current matrix ele-
ments [46, 92].

B. Unpolarized electron scattering

Unpolarized electron scattering involves the symmetric
parts of the deuteron and neutron tensors. The symmet-
ric part of the neutron tensor is diagonal in the neutron
LF helicities and independent of the value of the helicity,9

Wµν
n (pn, q̃;λ

′
n, λn)[symm]

= δ(λ′n, λn) Wµν
n (pn, q̃)[symm]. (6.7)

In the bilinear form Eq. (6.5) the tensor is therefore rep-
resented by the unit matrix in bispinor indices

Γµνn =
1

2m
Wµν
n [symm]. (6.8)

The unpolarized symmetric deuteron tensor is then ob-
tained from Eq. (6.6) as

Wµν
d [unpol] = [2(2π)3]

2Sd[unpol]

2− αp
Wµν
n [symm]. (6.9)

The relation between the tensors is, up to a factor, given
by the helicity-independent neutron distribution in the
unpolarized deuteron, Eq. (5.36b).

The decomposition of the symmetric neutron tensor
is of the same form as that of the unpolarized deuteron
tensor Eq. (3.15),

Wµν
n [symm] = 1

2 (eµLe
ν
L − eµq eνq − gµν)F[UU,T ]n

+ 1
2e
µ
Le

ν
L F[UU,L]n, (6.10)

where now the basis vectors eL and eq are constructed
with the 4-momenta pn and q̃, and the structure functions
depend on invariants formed with the latter. Substitut-
ing this form in Eq. (6.9), taking suitable components
of the tensor equation (µν = ++ and TT ), one obtains
expressions for the tagged deuteron structure functions

9 We neglect the transverse spin dependence of the unpolarized
nucleon tensor due to two-photon exchange effects [87, 88]; cf.
Sec. III C.
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[77]

F[UU,T ]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]

2− αp
F[UU,T ]n(x̃, Q2),

(6.11a)

F[UU,L]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]

2− αp
F[UU,L]n(x̃, Q2),

(6.11b)

x̃ ≡ x

2− αp
. (6.11c)

x̃ is the effective scaling variable for scattering on the
neutron, which takes into account its longitudinal LF mo-
mentum in the deuteron. The expressions Eqs. (6.11a)–
(6.11c) are valid in the DIS limit Q2 � m2, neglecting
kinematic corrections O(m2/Q2). The corresponding ex-
pressions for the tagged deuteron structure functions F1d

and F2d, Eq. (3.21), are

F1d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]

2− αp
F1n(x̃, Q2), (6.12a)

F2d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3] Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol] F2n(x̃, Q2). (6.12b)

The tagged deuteron F2d and the neutron F2n are related
directly by the neutron momentum distribution in the
deuteron.

The neutron momentum distribution satisfies the LF
momentum sum rule Eq. (5.40a). It implies that the in-
tegrated tagged structure function [see Eq. (3.115); note
the kinematic limit αp < 2− x]

F int
2d (x,Q2) ≡ [2(2π)3]−1

∫ 2−x

0

dαp
αp

∫
d2ppT

× F2d(x,Q
2;αp, ppT ) (6.13)

satisfies the sum rule∫ 2

0

dx F int
2d (x,Q2) =

∫ 1

0

dx̃ F2n(x̃, Q2). (6.14)

It shows that spectator tagging only fixes the neutron
LF momentum in the deuteron but does not change the
integral of the distribution.

The tensor-polarized part of the symmetric deuteron
tensor is obtained from Eq. (6.6) as

Wµν
d [tensor] = [2(2π)3]

2Sd[tensor]

2− αp

× Wµν
n [symm], (6.15)

where the tensor-polarized neutron distribution is given
in Eq. (5.36c), and the symmetric neutron tensor is
the same as above. Equation (6.15) holds for an en-
semble with general tensor polarization. The calcu-
lation of the tensor-polarized structure functions pro-
ceeds in the same way as for the unpolarized deuteron.
Here we quote only the expressions for the tensor struc-
ture functions F[UTLL,T ]d and F[UTLL,L]d, which appear
in the calculation of spin asymmetries in the scaling
limit (see Sec. III G and below). They can be obtained
with the special polarization tensor associated with pure
states, Eq. (5.29c), choosing the polarization along the
z-direction, N = ez. We obtain

TLLF[UTLL,T ]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor]

2− αp
F[UU,T ]n(x̃, Q2),

(6.16a)

TLLF[UTLL,L]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor]

2− αp
F[UU,L]n(x̃, Q2),

(6.16b)

where Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor] is the neutron distribution
given in Eq. (5.62a).

C. Polarized electron scattering

Polarized electron scattering involves the antisymmet-
ric parts of the deuteron and neutron tensors. The an-
tisymmetric part of the neutron tensor depends on the
neutron LF helicities. This dependence can be expressed
in the form

Wµν
n (pn, q̃;λ

′
n, λn)[antisymm]

= Aµνρ(pn, q̃) s
ρ
n,gen(pn, λ

′
n, λn), (6.17a)

sρn,gen(pn, λ
′
n, λn)

≡ 1

2m
ūLF(pn, λ

′
n) (−γργ5)uLF(pn, λn). (6.17b)

The axial 4-vector sn,gen is defined as a function of the
LF helicities, λn and λ′n, and represents the general po-
larization 4-vector of the free neutron. The tensor Aµνρ
is given by [cf. Eq. (3.30)]

Aµνρ = i
2ε
µνστeq,σ

{
eL∗τeL∗ρ γF[LSL]n

+ (eL∗τeL∗ρ + gτρ)F[LST ]n

}
where the basis vectors eL∗ and eq are constructed with
the 4-momenta pn and q̃, and the structure functions de-
pend on invariants formed with the latter. In the bilinear
form Eq. (6.5) the antisymmetric neutron tensor is there-
fore represented by the matrix

Γµνn =
1

2m
Aµνρ (−γργ5). (6.18)
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The trace in Eq. (6.6) now involves the vector-polarized
part of the neutron density matrix, Eq. (5.16),

tr [ΠnΓµνn ] =
1

2m
Aµνρ tr[ 12 (pnγ +m)(snγ)γ5 (−γργ5)]

= Aµνρ s
ρ
n, (6.19a)

where sn is now the effective neutron polarization vec-
tor in the deuteron, Eq. (5.16b). Altogether, the vector-
polarized deuteron tensor is obtained from Eq. (6.6) as

Wµν
d (pd, q, pp)[vector] = [2(2π)3]

2

(2− αp)2
Aµνρ s

ρ
n.

(6.20)

In the last expressions

Aµνρ s
ρ
n ≡ Wµν

n (pn, q̃, sn)[antisymm] (6.21)

is the antisymmetric neutron tensor, evaluated with the
effective polarization 4-vector sn, Eq. (5.16b). All the in-
formation pertaining to the deuteron wave function (ra-
dial functions, polarization, etc.) is contained in sn. The
entire effect of averaging with the effective neutron den-
sity matrix has been to replace the general neutron polar-
ization 4-vector of the free neutron in Eq. (6.17a) with
the specific polarization 4-vector of the neutron in the
deuteron of Eq. (5.16b). This simple result is achieved
thanks to the covariant representation of the deuteron
spin structure cf. Secs. IV and V.

We can now derive the expression for the tagged
deuteron spin structure functions. As before we consider
the DIS limit, in which the structure function F[LSL]d

is leading and F[LST ]d is suppressed, and neglect terms
O(m/Q). The derivation proceeds as follows: (a) Take
the tensor equation Eq. (6.20) in a general collinear frame
with p+d 6= Md; (b) take the deuteron longitudinally po-
larized, corresponding to a rest-frame polarization vector
S = (0T , S

z), cf. Eq. (5.15). (c) take the non-zero trans-
verse component of the tensor equation, µν = 12. In this
way we obtain, after a brief calculation,

F[LSL]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
4ms+n

(2− αp)3 p+d Sz
F[LSL]n(x̃, Q2). (6.22)

x̃ is defined in Eq. (6.11c). The ratio on the R.H.S. is, up
to a factor, equal to the helicity-dependent LF momen-
tum distribution of neutrons in the deuteron state with
LF helicity +1, Eq. (5.64), and we can write

F[LSL]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2∆Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1]

2− αp
F[LSL]n(x̃, Q2).

(6.23)

The corresponding expression for the tagged spin struc-
ture function g1d is

g1d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= [2(2π)3]
2∆Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1]

2− αp
g1n(x̃, Q2). (6.24)

The formula applies in the DIS limit, where γ → 0
and the contribution of the g2 structure function is sup-
pressed; the formulas including power corrections can be
derived easily.

The helicity-dependent neutron distribution in the
deuteron satisfies the spin sum rule Eq. (5.44). It im-
plies that the integrated tagged spin structure function

gint1d (x,Q2) ≡ [2(2π)3]−1
∫ 2−x

0

dαp
αp

∫
d2ppT

× g1d(x,Q
2;αp, ppT ) (6.25)

satisfies the sum rule∫ 2

0

dx gint1d (x,Q2) =
gAd
gA

∫ 1

0

dx̃ g1n(x̃, Q2) (6.26a)

= 2

(
1− 3

2
ω2

) ∫ 1

0

dx̃ g1n(x̃, Q2).

(6.26b)

Eq. (6.26a) is obtained by changing the order of integra-
tions over x and αp and substituting x by x̃, Eq. (6.11c).
The last expression applies when the axial charge is eval-
uated in the non-relativistic limit, Eq. (5.55). We see
that our result for the integrated tagged spin structure
function reproduces the nonrelativistic formula for the D-
state correction to the deuteron spin structure function.

D. Spin asymmetries

Using the results for the tagged spin structure func-
tions in the IA, we now calculate the spin asymmetries
in tagged DIS. In the DIS limit γ → 0 only the parallel
spin asymmetries A‖ are present. The scaling variable
y and the virtual photon polarization parameter ε, and
therefore the depolarization factors D‖[SL], are the same
for DIS on the deuteron and the (bound) neutron up to
power corrections,

ε[deuteron] = ε[neutron] + O(m2/Q2), (6.27a)

D‖[SL][deuteron] = D‖[SL][neutron] + O(m2/Q2);

(6.27b)

we do not distinguish between the deuteron and neutron
in the notation of these quantities. Following Sec. III G
we consider both the three-state and the two-state asym-
metries, Eqs. (3.73) and (3.75). Substituting the expres-
sions for the tagged structure functions in the IA, the
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deuteron three-state asymmetry Eq. (3.73) becomes

A‖(3)d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

=
D‖[SL] F[LSL]d(x,Q

2;αp,ppT )

[F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d](x,Q2;αp,ppT )
(6.28a)

=
∆Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1] D‖[SL] F[LSL]n(x̃, Q2)

Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol] [F[UU,T ]n + εF[UU,L]n](x̃, Q2)

(6.28b)

= D‖(3)d(αp,ppT ) A‖n(y, x̃, Q2), (6.28c)

D‖(3)d(αp,ppT ) ≡ ∆Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1]

Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]
, (6.28d)

A‖n(y, x̃, Q2) ≡
D‖[SL] F[LSL]n(x̃, Q2)

[F[UU,T ]n + εF[UU,L]n](x̃, Q2)
.

(6.28e)

The tagged deuteron asymmetry can be factorized into
the neutron spin asymmetry and a function describing
deuteron structure. A‖n is the ratio of the polarized and
unpolarized neutron structure functions and the depolar-
ization factor; it represents the parallel spin asymmetry

for scattering on the neutron and depends on the nucleon
subprocess variables, x̃ and Q2, as well as on y. D‖(3)d
is the ratio of helicity-dependent and -independent neu-
tron distributions in the deuteron and depends on the
proton momentum variables αp and ppT . We refer to
this function as the deuteron depolarization factor. Note
that the unpolarized neutron distribution in Eq. (6.28d)
represents the average of the three pure deuteron states
with LF helicities ±1 and 0, so that

D‖(3)d =
∆Sd[pure +1]

1
3 (Sd[pure +1] + Sd[pure −1] + Sd[pure 0])

.

(6.29)

Its explicit form as a function of the CM momentum
variable is

D‖(3)d =

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
C0f0 −

C2f2√
2

)
f20 + f22

[f0,2 ≡ f0,2(k); C0,2 ≡ C0,2(k)]. (6.30)

The two-state asymmetry Eq. (3.75) in the DIS limit
is given by

A‖(2)d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT ) =

D‖[SL] F[LSL](x,Q
2;αp,ppT )[

F[UU,T ]d + εF[UU,L]d + D‖[TLL] (F[UTLL,T ]d + εF[UTLL,L]d)
]

(x,Q2;αp,ppT )
. (6.31)

Now, in addition to the unpolarized structure functions,
the tensor-polarized structure functions F[UTLL,T ]d and
F[UTLL,L]d appear in denominator. In the IA they are
given by Eqs. (6.16a) and (6.16b) in terms of the neu-
tron distribution in the tensor-polarized deuteron and the
unpolarized neutron structure functions. In Eq. (6.31)
D‖[TLL] is the depolarization factor given by Eq. (3.65a).
In the DIS limit it becomes

D‖[TLL] =
1

3
+ O(m2/Q2). (6.32)

Substituting the expressions for the tagged structure
functions in the IA, the asymmetry can be factorized in
a similar way as Eq. (6.28c),

A‖(2)d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= D‖(2)d(αp,ppT ) A‖n(x̃, Q2), (6.33a)

D‖(2)d(αp,ppT )

≡ ∆Sd(αp,ppT )[pure +1]

Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol] + Sd(αp,ppT )[tensor]
. (6.33b)

The deuteron depolarization factor now includes the
tensor-polarized neutron distribution in the denomina-
tor. Note that the sum of unpolarized and tensor neu-
tron distributions in Eq. (6.33b) represents the sum of
the two pure deuteron states with LF helicities ±1, so
that

D‖(2)d =
∆Sd[pure +1]

1
2 (Sd[pure +1] + Sd[pure −1])

. (6.34)

This function is related to the effective neutron polariza-
tion in the pure +1 state, Eq. (5.70), and is bounded as

−1 ≤ D‖(2)d ≤ 1. (6.35)

Its explicit form as a function of the CM momentum
variable is

D‖(2)d =

(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
C0f0 −

C2f2√
2

)
f20 + f22 − CT

(
2f0 +

f2√
2

)
f2√

2

[f0,2 ≡ f0,2(k), C0,2,T ≡ C0,2,T (k)]. (6.36)
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FIG. 14. The deuteron depolarization factors D‖(3)d (three-
state asymmetry) and D‖(2)d (two-state asymmetry) in polar-
ized tagged DIS. The graph shows the depolarization factors
at αp = 1 as functions of |ppT |.

The deuteron depolarization factors D‖(3)d and D‖(2)d
describe the effective neutron polarization “selected”
by the tagged proton momentum and summarize the
deuteron structure effects in spin asymmetry measure-
ments in tagged DIS. Figure 14 shows D‖(3)d and D‖(2)d
at αp = 1 as functions of |ppT |. One observes: (a) Both
D‖(3)d and D‖(2)d are unity at αp = 1 and |ppT | = 0,
where |k| = 0 and only the S-wave is present. (b) D‖(3)d
and D‖(2)d remain close to unity for |ppT | . 150 MeV,
where the S-wave dominates. The D-wave contributions
raise D‖(3)d above unity but lower D‖(2)d, in accordance
with the bound Eq. (6.35), showing the effect of the ten-
sor polarized structure in D‖(2)d. (c) Both D‖(3)d and
D‖(2)d decrease significantly at |ppT | & 150 MeV, pass
through zero at |ppT | ≈ 300 MeV, where the combina-

tion (f0−f2/
√

2) vanishes, and become negative at larger
momenta, where the D-wave dominates.

Important differences between the three-state and two-
state depolarization factors appear in the behavior at
small proton momenta. Because the factors C0, C2 and
CT become unity at kT = 0,

D‖(2)d = 1 at |ppT | = 0, αp arbitrary. (6.37)

In contrast, D‖(3)d 6= 1 for |p|pT = 0 and αp arbitrary;
the value at |ppT | = 0 is unity only if αp = 1. Figure 15
shows D‖(2)d and D‖(3)d as functions of |ppT | for several
values of αp. One observes that at small proton momenta
the values of D‖(2)d are much closer to unity than those of
D‖(3)d. This difference can also be seen in the expressions
Eqs. (6.30) and (6.36), when one substitutes the factors
C0, C2 and CT by their approximate forms for small CM
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FIG. 15. The deuteron depolarization factors D‖(3)d (three-
state asymmetry, upper graph) and D‖(2)d (two-state asym-
metry, lower graph), as functions of |ppT |, for several values
of αp. Note the different scales on the vertical axis in the
upper and lower plots.

momenta k� m,

C0 = 1 + O(k/m), (6.38a)

C2 = 1− 3|kT |2

|k|2
+ O(k/m), (6.38b)

CT = 1− 3|kT |2

2|k|2
+ O(k/m). (6.38c)

In this approximation(
f0 −

f2√
2

)(
C0f0 −

C2f2√
2

)

= f20 −
(

2− 3|kT |2

|k|2

)
f0f2√

2
+

(
1− 3|kT |2

|k|2

)
f22
2
,

(6.39a)

f20 + f22 − CT
(

2f0 +
f2√

2

)
f2√

2

= f20 −
(

2− 3|kT |2

|k|2

)
f0f2√

2
+

(
1 +

3|kT |2

2|k|2

)
f22
2
.

(6.39b)

One sees that in D‖(2)d the numerator and denominator
coincide in terms linear in the D-wave and differ only in
terms quadratic in the D-wave; in D‖(3)d the numerator
and denominator differ already in terms linear in the D-
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wave. Consequently,

D‖(2)d = 1 + terms f22 /f
2
0

D‖(3)d = 1 + terms f2/f0

}
(|k| � m). (6.40)

D-wave corrections affect D‖(2)d at only quadratic order
at low momenta, but D‖(3)d already at linear order.

The deviation of D‖(2)d from unity can be computed
using a simple approximate formula. At CM momenta
k . 0.1 GeV the ratio of D- and S-wave functions is
approximately given by

f2(k)

f0(k)
≈ k2

λ2
, (6.41)

where λ2 ≈ 0.087 GeV2 for the AV18 wave functions [90].
Expanding the ratio of Eqs. (6.39a) and (6.39b) to first
order in f22 /f

2
0 , we then obtain

D‖(2)d ≈ 1− 9|kT |2

4|k|2

[
f2(k)

f0(k)

]2
≈ 1− 9 |kT |2 |k|2

4(λ2)2
. (6.42)

The expression of the CM momentum variable in terms
of the original LF variables αp and ppT is given in
Eq. (4.25).

VII. NEUTRON SPIN STRUCTURE
EXTRACTION

A. Analytic properties of light-front wave function

We are now ready to study the extraction of neutron
structure functions from tagged deuteron DIS measure-
ments. In general, for arbitrary nonzero values of the
proton momentum, the tagged cross section is modified
by initial-state nuclear binding effects beyond those in-
cluded in the pn LF wave function (non-nucleonic de-
grees of freedom, modified nucleon structure), and by
final-state interactions beyond the IA (scattering of slow
hadrons in the DIS final state from the spectator nu-
cleon). These effects can be eliminated by pole extrap-
olation in the proton momentum [57, 77]. The method
uses the analytic properties of the deuteron wave func-
tion to select pn configurations in the deuteron with infi-
nite transverse separation, in which both nuclear binding
effects and final-state interactions are suppressed. It per-
mits model-independent extraction of free neutron struc-
ture. Here we review its use in the unpolarized case, and
then apply it to the polarized case.

To discuss the analytic properties in the proton trans-
verse momentum, we regard the deuteron wave func-
tion as a function of the invariant mass of the pn pair,
Eq. (4.9b)

M2
pn =

4(|ppT |2 +m2)

αp(2− αp)
, (7.1)
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FIG. 16. The kinematic variables αp and p2pT ≡ |ppT |2 in neu-
tron structure measurements with pole extrapolation. The
physical region p2pT > 0 is shown by the shaded area. The

pole position at p2pT = −a2T is shown by the dashed line. The
tagged structure functions are measured at fixed αp as func-
tions of p2pT in the physical region as indicated by the solid
line. The measurements are then extrapolated to the pole as
indicated by the dotted line.

which takes values M2
pn ≥ 4m2 for physical proton mo-

menta. In this variable the wave function has a pole
singularity of the form (we suppress the spin structure
for the moment)

Ψd(αp,ppT ) =
Residue

M2
pn −M2

d

+ (less singular), (7.2)

which follows from the general properties of the LF
bound-state equation. It lies outside the physical region
of proton momenta because M2

pn ≥ 4m2 > M2
d . The pole

in the invariant mass implies a pole in the transverse mo-
mentum of the form

Ψd(αp,ppT ) =
Residue

|ppT |2 + a2T
+ (less singular), (7.3)

a2T = a2T (αp) ≡ m2 − αp(2− αp)
M2
d

4
. (7.4)

It lies in the unphysical region |ppT |2 < 0 (see Fig. 16).
The pole position a2T depends on αp. The minimum value
of a2T occurs at αp = 1 and is

a2T [min] = m2 − M2
d

4
= mεd +O(ε2d) = a2, (7.5)

where εd ≡ 2m−Md is the deuteron binding energy and
a2 ≡ mεd is the inverse squared Bethe-Peierls radius of
the deuteron.
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FIG. 17. Coordinate-space interpretation of the pole extrap-
olation. Left: Physical transverse momenta p2pT > 0 corre-
spond to pn configurations of finite transverse separations of
the order of the order of the deuteron size. Right: The pole
at p2pT = −a2T corresponds to pn configurations with infinite

transverse separatio. The extrapolation p2pT → −a2T effec-
tively selects such large-size configurations.

The singularity in the transverse momentum Eq. (7.3)
has a simple physical interpretation. It is related to
the asymptotic behavior of the transverse coordinate-
space wave function at large transverse separations of
the pn pair. When the transverse momentum-space
wave function is represented as a Fourier transform of
the transverse-coordinate wave function, the singularity
arises from the contribution of large transverse separa-
tions rT → ∞ to the Fourier integral. In this sense the
singularity describes the presence of pn configurations
with large (infinite) transverse separation in the deuteron
wave function at unphysical momenta. (The interpreta-
tion of the pole in the invariant formulation in terms of
Feynman diagrams is discussed below.)

In the representation of the deuteron LF wave function
in terms of the CM momentum, the invariant mass of the
pn configuration is

M2
pn = 4(|k|2 +m2). (7.6)

The pole Eq. (7.2) appears through the pole of the S-wave
radial function

f0(k) =

√
mΓ

|k|2 + a2
+ (less singular), (7.7)

which is obtained from the 3-dimensional bound state
equation and represents a general feature of the weakly
bound system. The residue Γ can be inferred from the
non-relativistic approximation (see Sec. IV D).10 This

10 In the nonrelativistic approximation of Eq. (4.34), the residue
of the relativistic wave function would involve the CM energy
evaluated at the pole, E(k2 = −a2) =

√
m2 − a2. We neglect

the small effect of the binding energy on the residue and set
E(k2 = −a2) ≈ m. We note that corrections to this approxima-
tion should not be inferred from Eq. (4.34), since the factor

√
E

is motivated by the normalization condition involving large CM
momenta.

again shows the close correspondence between the LF
and the nonrelativistic description of the two-body bound
state.

In the large-separation pn configurations described by
the singularity Eq. (7.3), nuclear binding effects are ab-
sent, as such configurations are outside of the range of the
nucleon-nucleon interactions. If tagged DIS could be per-
formed in such configurations, the IA cross section could
therefore be computed exactly in terms of the free neu-
tron structure function. Likewise, final-state interactions
would be suppressed, since they require the active nu-
cleon and the spectator to be aligned along the reaction
axis. In this way one could effectively realize DIS on the
free neutron and use it to extract free neutron structure
from tagged DIS. Obviously this is not possible in mea-
surements at physical proton momenta, as the singularity
representing the large-separation pn configurations lies in
the unphysical region. However, the singularity can be
reached by analytic continuation in |ppT |2 to unphysical
negative values,

|ppT |2 → −a2T . (7.8)

Because the values of a2T for α ≈ 1 are small, Eq. (7.4)
and (7.5), the singularity is very close to the physical re-
gion and can be reached by extrapolation in |ppT |2. This
opens a practical way of accessing non-interacting large-
size pn configurations in tagged DIS on the deuteron
and extracting the free neutron structure functions (see
Fig. 17).

B. Pole extrapolation of unpolarized cross section

In unpolarized tagged DIS the free neutron struc-
ture functions are extracted as follows. The unpolar-
ized deuteron spectral function Eq. (5.59a) has a pole in
|ppT |2

2Sd(αp,ppT )[unpol]

2− αp

∼ R

(|ppT |2 + a2T )2

+ (less singular for |ppT |2 → −a2T ), (7.9)

with residue

R ≡ R(αp) = 2α2
pmΓ2, (7.10)

where Γ is the residue of the 3-dimensional wave function
in Eq. (7.7). The unpolarized tagged structure functions
therefore have a pole

F[UU,T ]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

∼ [2(2π)3]
R

(|pT |2 + a2T )2
F[UU,T ]n(x̃, Q2)

+ (less singular), (7.11)
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and similarly for F[UU,L]d. The arguments presented
above imply that this pole is a general feature of the
tagged structure function; the pole is contained com-
pletely in the IA cross section; the residue is given by
the free neutron structure function. To extract the free
neutron structure functions, one follows these steps (see
Fig. 16): (i) Measure the unpolarized tagged DIS cross
section for fixed αp as a function of |ppT |2 in the physi-
cal region |ppT |2 > 0. The ranges of these variables are
chosen such that they correspond to nucleon CM mo-
menta of the order of the typical nucleon momenta in
the deuteron, |k| . 100 MeV (ideally, much smaller than
that), which implies

0.9 . αp . 1.1, 0 < |ppT | . 0.1 GeV. (7.12)

(ii) Tabulate the measured tagged deuteron structure
functions in |ppT |2, and multiply by

(|ppT |2 + a2T )2

R
(7.13)

to remove the pole factor. (iii) Extrapolate to |ppT |2 →
−a2T :

F[UU,T ]n(x̃, Q2) = lim
|ppT |2→−a2T

[
(|ppT |2 + a2T )2

R

× F[UU,T ]d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

]
. (7.14)

In the region of |ppT | sufficiently close to zero, where
there are no other singularities besides the nucleon pole,
the extrapolation can be performed through a polyno-
mial fit and is model-independent. Notice that the neu-
tron structure function on the left-hand side of Eq. (7.14)
depends only on the effective scaling variable x̃ = x/(2−
αp), not on x and αp individually. This makes it possible
to extract the structure function at the same value of x̃
using measurements at different x and αp, thus testing
the extraction procedure.

Figure 18 shows the |ppT |2 dependence of the IA spec-
tral function with the pole factor removed,

2Sd
2− αp

× (|ppT |2 + a2T )2

R
,

lim
|ppT |2→−a2T

[...] = 1, (7.15)

which represents the normalized |ppT |2 dependence of the
expression in brackets in Eq. (7.14) in the IA. One ob-
serves that: (a) The expected variation of the expres-
sion Eq. (7.15) over the range used for extrapolation,
Eq. (7.12), is < 50%. (b) The D-wave contribution is
small throughout this range and vanishes at |ppT | = 0.
(c) The extrapolation distance increases as αp moves
away from 1, because the pole position −a2T moves away
from the physical region; see Fig. 16 and Eq. (7.4). Note
that further modifications of the |ppT | dependence of
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FIG. 18. Pole extrapolation of the unpolarized tagged
deuteron structure function. The plot shows the unpolarized
deuteron spectral functions with the pole factor extracted,
Eq. (7.15), at fixed values of αp, as functions of p2pT in the

physical region p2pT > 0. Dashed line: S wave contribution
only. Solid line: S+D waves (total). Dotted line: Extrapola-
tion to p2pT = −a2T . The pole positions −a2T are indicated by
the vertical arrows above the plot.

Eq. (7.15) arise from FSI; however, they vanish at the
pole |ppT |2 → −a2T and do not affect the result of the
extrapolation [57, 77].

We have presented here the pole extrapolation in the
context of LF quantization, where it emerges from the
analytic properties of the deuteron LF wave function.
An alternative view is obtained in the context of the in-
variant formulation of electron-deuteron scattering us-
ing Feynman diagrams with 4-momentum conservation
and off-shell nucleons. There one regards the tagged DIS
cross section as a function of the invariant 4-momentum
transfer between the deuteron and the proton,

t′ ≡ (pd − pp)2 −m2, (7.16)

which is a function of αp and |ppT |. The kinematic
variable t′ can be interpreted as the “off-shellness” of
the active neutron in the Feynman diagram sense. The
e+ d→ e′+X + p cross section has a pole at t′ = 0, cor-
responding to “neutron exchange” between the deuteron
breakup and the DIS process. The residue at the pole is
given by the product of the d → p + n vertex function
squared and the free on-shell neutron structure function;
this can be derived formally from general principles of
S-matrix theory (residue factorization). The pole ex-
trapolation of the cross section is therefore referred to
as “on-shell extrapolation.” The connection with the LF
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formulation is established by noting that

t′ = −2− αp
2

(M2
pn −M2

d )

= − 2

αp
(|ppT |2 + a2T ). (7.17)

The off-shellness in the Feynman formulation is propor-
tional to the invariant mass difference in the LF formu-
lation. The approach to the on-shell point in the Feyn-
man formulation corresponds to the selection of large-
distance configurations and the vanishing of binding in
the LF formulation. Further aspects of the Feynman for-
mulation of the pole extrapolation (absence of FSI at the
pole, magnitude of FSI effects at t′ 6= 0) are discussed in
Refs. [57, 77].

C. Pole extrapolation of spin asymmetries

The neutron spin structure functions could be ex-
tracted from the polarized tagged deuteron structure
functions in the same manner as Eq. (7.14), by perform-
ing the pole extrapolation at the level of the structure
functions. However, it is more convenient to perform
the extrapolation at the level of the spin asymmetries.
Advantages of this approach are: (a) the nucleon pole
factors in the structure functions cancel between the nu-
merator and denominator of the asymmetry, so that one
does not have to remove them externally; (b) the asym-
metries overall depend only weakly on |ppT |2; (c) certain
systematic experimental uncertainties cancel between the
numerator and denominator.

For the neutron spin structure extraction we use the
two-state asymmetry, in which the deuteron structure
effects at small proton momenta cancel to a higher degree
than in the three-state asymmetry (see Sec. VI D). In the
IA, which contains the pole terms in the cross sections
and becomes exact at the pole, the asymmetry is given
by Eq. (6.33a),

A‖(2)d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT )

= D‖(2)d(αp,ppT ) A‖n(x̃, Q2). (7.18)

The |ppT | dependence of the deuteron depolarization
factor D‖(2)d near the pole can be determined from
the explicit expression in terms of the CM momentum,
Eq. (6.36), by expanding in |ppT |/m, counting the bind-
ing energy as εd/m ∼ |ppT |/m, and retaining only the
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FIG. 19. Pole extrapolation of the deuteron depolarization
factor D‖(2)d. Solid line: D‖(2)d at αp = 1 as a function of

p2pT in the physical region p2pT > 0, evaluated using Eq. (6.36).
Dashed line: Same function for αp = 1.06. Dotted line: D‖(2)d
in the unphysical region p2pT < 0, evaluated using Eq. (7.19).
The functions for the two values of αp are practically the
same and show up as a the single dotted line in the plot. The
positions of the pole at p2pT = −a2T for the two values of αp

are indicated by the two vertical arrows.

S-wave radial wave function,

D‖(2)d(αp, |ppT |2)

= 1 +
(αp − 1)2

2(2− αp)

+
1

2(2− αp)

[
1− (αp − 1)2

4

] [
εd
m
− |ppT |2 + a2T
αp(2− αp)m2

]

+ terms

{
(|ppT |2 + a2T )2

m4
,

(mεd)
2

m4
,
mεd(|ppT |2 + a2T )

m4

}
.

(7.19)

The approximate expression is valid in the physical and
unphysical regions and can be used in the extrapolation.

Figure 19 shows D‖(2)d at fixed αp as a function of

|ppT |2, including the physical region |ppT |2 > 0, where
it is evaluated using Eq. (6.36), and the unphysical re-
gion |ppT |2 < 0, where it is approximated by Eq. (7.19).
One observes: (a) The deviations of D‖(2)d from unity

are .5% for 0 < |ppT |2 < 0.01 GeV2, the range typically
used for pole extrapolation. (b) The approximate expres-
sion in the unphysical region matches well with the exact
result in the physical region at the boundary |ppT |2 = 0.
(c) The values of D‖(2)d at the pole are very close to unity

|D‖(2)d(|ppT |2 = −a2T )− 1| . 0.01 for |αp − 1| < 0.1.
To extract the neutron spin asymmetry, one

should measure the deuteron two-state asymmetry
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A‖(2)d(x,Q
2;αp,ppT ) at fixed αp over a range of |ppT |

down to |ppT | = 0, tabulate the result in |ppT |2, and ex-
trapolate to |ppT |2 → −a2T . Because of the very weak
expected |ppT |2 dependence, the extrapolation should
be performed by fitting it with a constant (zeroth-order
polynomial); deviations from the constant would be diffi-
cult to reproduce through a higher-order polynomial be-
cause of their complex |ppT |2 dependence (instabilities)
and are likely beyond the accuracy of any measurement.
The neutron asymmetry is then obtained as

A‖n(x̃, Q2)

=
lim|ppT |2→−a2T A‖(2)d(x,Q

2;αp,ppT )

D‖(2)d(αp, |ppT |2 = −a2T )
, (7.20)

where the denominator is given by Eq. (7.19) at the pole

D‖(2)d(αp, |ppT |2 = −a2T )

= 1 +
1

2(2− αp)

{
(αp − 1)2 +

[
1− (αp − 1)2

4

]
εd
m

}
≈ 1 +

1

2(2− αp)

[
(αp − 1)2 +

εd
m

]
. (7.21)

A similar extrapolation procedure could be formulated
for the three-state asymmetry A‖(3)d, Eq. (6.28c).

VIII. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

We have presented a theoretical framework for polar-
ized electron-deuteron DIS with spectator nucleon tag-
ging, suitable for measurements with a future EIC. It in-
cludes the general form of the observables (cross sections,
spin asymmetries), the description of nuclear structure
in the high-energy process (LF quantization, deuteron
LF wave function, spin effects, nucleon momentum dis-
tributions, IA), and the prospects for neutron structure
extraction (proton momentum dependence, pole extrap-
olation). We now summarize the main theoretical and
practical conclusions of our work and suggest directions
for further study.

The main theoretical conclusions, related to the de-
scription of polarized deuteron structure in LF quantiza-
tion, are:

(a) Advantages of 4-dimensional formulation of LF
spin structure. The 4-dimensional formulation of the
deuteron LF spin structure offers several advantages com-
pared to the 3-dimensional one. It avoids the use of ex-
plicit Melosh rotations, permits efficient evaluation of the
spin sums as bispinor traces, and deals with expressions
whose form is familiar from covariant field theory (neu-
tron density matrix, polarization 4-vector). Rotational
invariance is ensured by the constraints resulting from
the covariant dependence of the nucleon polarization 4-
vector on the deuteron polarization 4-vector and tensor.

(b) Simplicity of CM momentum variable. The use of
the CM momentum variable in the two-body LF wave

function further simplifies the calculation and interpre-
tation of the results. It results in expressions that have
a form similar to the nonrelativistic wave function and
densities and exhibit 3-dimensional rotational symmetry
(angular momentum content, S and D waves). The fact
that the pn CM frame is related to the deuteron rest
frame by a collinear boost permits an extremely sim-
ple representation of the spin structure, in which the
deuteron polarization 3-vector and 3-tensor in the rest
frame directly determine the 3-dimensional vector and
tensor polarization of the pn configuration in the CM
frame.

(c) Coordinate-space picture of LF wave function pole.
The pole in the deuteron LF wave function describes the
behavior of the two-body system at asymptotically large
transverse distances and fixed LF momenta. This inter-
pretation explains both the absence of nuclear binding at
the pole and the absence of FSI in scattering processes
after extrapolation to the unphysical pole kinematics. It
appears naturally in LF quantization and is alternative
to the interpretation as a mass-shell singularity (nucleon
pole) in the Feynman formulation.

The main practical conclusions, related to the results
for tagged DIS observables and the the prospects for neu-
tron structure extraction, are:

(d) Control of D-wave through tagged proton momen-
tum. The D-wave contribution to the polarized cross sec-
tion is controlled by the proton momentum and is absent
at zero transverse momentum, |ppT | = 0, for any longi-
tudinal momentum αp. This remarkable feature is due to
the LF description of the deuteron’s spin structure, which
permits relativistic spin rotations of the 3-dimensional
D-wave only at nonzero transverse momentum. It offers
a practical way to eliminate the D-wave depolarization
and reduce the quantum system to a completely polar-
ized configuration.

(e) Neutron spin structure extraction from two-state
spin asymmetry. The neutron spin structure function
g1n can be extracted efficiently from the tagged deuteron
spin asymmetry between the two longitudinal spin states
with projection±1 only. The fact that the spin state with
projection 0 is not needed represents an important sim-
plification, as the systematic uncertainties in the prepa-
ration of the ±1 states are likely correlated and cancel
in the asymmetry. While the two-state asymmetry ap-
pears theoretically more complex because it involves ten-
sor polarization in the denominator, it is in fact a simpler
observable than the three-state asymmetry.

(f) Simple pole extrapolation. The two-state spin
asymmetry depends only weakly on the proton transverse
momentum; the variation is .5% for |ppT | < 100 MeV.
The pole extrapolation can therefore safely be performed
by fitting with a constant, with very small theoretical cor-
rections. Altogether, our results provide a practical pro-
cedure for extracting neutron spin structure from future
polarized tagged measurements with minimal theoretical
and experimental uncertainties.

The methods developed in this work can be applied to
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other types of tagged DIS measurements on the deuteron.
This includes: (a) Measurements of tensor-polarized
tagged cross sections or spin asymmetries, with the aim
to extract the leading-twist tensor-polarized structure
functions F[UTLL,T ]d and F[UTLL,L]d. The IA formulas for
these observables can easily be obtained by combining the
expressions given in Secs. III and VI. (b) Measurements
of the vector-polarized transverse spin asymmetries, with
the aim to extract the power-suppressed tagged spin
structure functions F[LST ]d or g2d. The IA formulas for
these observables can be derived from the general expres-
sions given in Secs. III and VI. The calculation of these
power-suppressed structure requires an assessment of the
interaction effects in the T components of the LF current
operator (see comments in Sec. VI A). (c) Measurements
of the azimuthal angle (φp-) dependence of the polarized
tagged cross section. Such measurements can offer new
ways to probe the φp-integrated structure functions con-
sidered in the present study. They can also access the
numerous φp-dependent responses sensitive to spin-orbit
effects in the deuteron breakup, including time-reversal-
odd (T-odd) structures that are zero in the IA and re-
quire FSI. The general form of the polarized tagged DIS
cross section including the azimuthal angle dependence,
and the LF calculation of the corresponding tagged struc-
ture functions, will be described in a forthcoming article
[82]. (d) Measurements of exclusive processes in tagged
high-energy scattering on the deuteron, such as deeply-
virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) or hard exclusive
meson production, with the aim of extracting the gener-
alized parton distributions of the neutron; see Refs. [93–
95] for a review. (e) Studies of spin effects in deuteron
breakup in diffractive high-energy scattering with tagged
nucleons [96].

The methods and results described here can also be ap-
plied to study the nuclear modifications of partonic spin
structure (polarized EMC effect, antishadowing, shad-
owing) and its dynamical origin. Spectator tagging ef-
fectively controls the size of the pn configuration during
the DIS processes and can therefore provide insight into
the dynamical origin of the nuclear modifications (de-
pendence on the distance between the interacting nu-
cleons, connection with short-range NN correlations).
Such studies require tagged measurements at larger pro-
ton momenta |ppT | ∼ 300–600 MeV, where FSI effects
are of the same order as the IA cross sections. FSI ef-
fects in unpolarized tagged DIS at x & 0.1 were studied
in Ref. [77]; the results could be extended to polarized
DIS with appropriate dynamical input (spin-dependent
nucleon fragmentation). Investigations of the EMC ef-
fect with spectator tagging might be possible in kine-
matic regions where the FSI effects are approximately
independent of the proton momentum, so that they can-
cel in ratio observables (backward region, spectator mo-
mentum opposite to the q vector in the deuteron rest
frame). How such studies could be extended to polariza-
tion observables and the spin-dependent EMC effect is
an interesting question for further study.

The techniques used in the present study could in prin-
ciple be extended to describe high-energy scattering on
more complex light nuclei (A > 2) with detection of the
nuclear breakup state, e.g. DIS on A = 3 nuclei with
quasi-two-body breakup, e + 3He(3H) → e′ + X + d.
Such measurements could be used to test the universality
of the extracted neutron structure, or to investigate the
isospin dependence of nuclear modifications. The theo-
retical description of breakup processes with A > 2 nuclei
is much more challenging than spectator nucleon tagging
with the the deuteron because (a) the initial state is much
more complex (3-body system, NN pairs with isospin 0
and 1); (b) the nuclear remnant in the final state is a
multinucleon system with internal degrees of freedom on
the nuclear scale (bound states, scattering states); (c) the
amplitude for the nuclear breakup in the high-energy pro-
cess generally involves multiple trajectories with different
possibilities of FSI. The matching of the high-energy scat-
tering process and low-energy nuclear structure in these
reactions is therefore much more complex and requires a
genuine interdisciplinary effort.
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Appendix A: Light-front helicity spinors

In this appendix we present the explicit expressions of
the bispinors describing nucleon LF helicity states, which
are used in the covariant formulation of the deuteron LF
wave function (cf. Sec. IV). We describe the bispinors for
both canonical and LF helicity states, and the Melosh
rotation relating them. We derive the expressions for
the positive-energy (u-) spinors; the negative-energy (v-)
spinors are then obtained by applying the charge conju-
gation transformation; this ensures that they are defined
consistently for both types of spin states.

A spin-1/2 particle with mass m and 4-momentum p is
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described by a bispinor wave function u(p, λ) satisfying

(pγ −m)u = 0, (A1a)

ū(p, λ′)u(p, λ) = 2mδ(λ′, λ), (A1b)∑
λ

u(p, λ) ū(p, λ) = pγ +m. (A1c)

Here λ = ±1/2 denotes a generic spin quantum number
characterizing the states. For canonical spin states, ob-
tained by ordinary boosts of the bispinor at rest to the
desired 3-momentum p, the bispinor is of the form (in
the standard representation of the gamma matrices)

ucan(p, λ) =

( √
E +m
√
E −m pσ/|p|

)
χ(λ), (A2)

where σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) are the Pauli matrices and χ(λ) is
the two-component spinor describing the spin wave func-
tion of the particle at rest,

χ†(λ′)χ(λ) = δ(λ′, λ). (A3)

For LF helicity states, obtained by a LF boosts of the
bispinor at rest to the desired LF momentum p+ and
pT , the bispinor is of the form

uLF(p, λ) =
1√
2p+

[
p+γ− + (m− pTγT )γ+

]( χ(λ)

0

)
(A4a)

=
1√
2p+

(
p+ +m+ pTσTσ

3

σ3(p+ −m− pTσTσ3)

)
χ(λ),

(A4b)

where again χ(λ) describes the spin wave function of the
particle at rest. The bispinors Eqs. (A2) and (A4) are
related by a rotation (Melosh rotation). This rotation
can be implemented as a transformation acting on the
rest-frame 2-spinor,

uLF(p, λ) =

( √
E +m
√
E −m pσ/|p|

)
U(p)χ(λ) (A5a)

= ucan(p, λ)[χ(λ)→ U(p)χ(λ)], (A5b)

where U is a unitary matrix in 2-spinor indices,

U(p) ≡ p+ +m+ pTσTσ
3√

2p+
√
E +m

, U†U = 1. (A6)

In this interpretation, the LF bispinor is equal to the
canonical bispinor with the same momentum, in which
the rest-frame 2-spinor has been rotated by the ma-
trix U . Alternatively, the relation between the bispinors
Eqs. (A2) and (A4) can be expressed as a transforma-
tion acting on the spin quantum numbers. Using the

completeness of the two-spinor basis one can write

Uij(p)χj(λ) =
∑
λ′

χi(λ′)χk∗(λ′)Ukj(p)χj(λ)

≡
∑
λ′

χi(λ′)U(p, λ′, λ), (A7a)

U(p, λ′, λ) ≡ χk∗(λ′)Ukj(p)χj(λ)

= χ†(λ′)U(p)χ(λ), (A7b)

uLF(p, λ) =
∑
λ′

ucan(p, λ′)U(p, λ′, λ). (A7c)

The function U(p, λ′, λ) represents the “matrix element”
of the “operator” U between the spin states with quan-
tum numbers λ′ and λ (note that the order of the ar-
guments λ′ and λ is important in this and the following
expressions). In this interpretation, the LF bispinor is
equal to a certain combination of the canonical spinors
corresponding to the same set of rest-frame spin quantum
numbers.

The unitary matrix Eq. (A6) is a function of the mo-
mentum of the state (expressed either in terms of its or-
dinary or the LF vector components) and satisfies

U†(p+,pT ) = U(p+,pT → −pT ), (A8a)

U(p+,pT = 0) = 1. (A8b)

For zero transverse momentum the LF spinors coincide
with the canonical ones, because in both cases only lon-
gitudinal boosts (along the z-axis) are involved in the
preparation of the states (see Fig. 4).

The conjugate bispinors are defined as

ū ≡ u†γ0 (A9)

for both canonical and LF spin states; their explicit ex-
pressions can be obtained by taking the hermitean con-
jugate of Eqs. (A2) and (A4) and mutiplying with γ0 in
the standard representation. The relation between the
canonical and LF conjugate spinors is

ūLF(p, λ) = ūcan(p, λ)[χ†(λ)→ χ†(λ)U†(p)] (A10a)

=
∑
λ′

ūcan(p, λ′)U∗(p, λ′, λ). (A10b)

Antiparticle states are described by the bispinor wave
function v(p, λ) satisfying [cf. Eq. (A1)]

(pγ +m)v = 0, (A11a)

v̄(p, λ′) v(p, λ) = −2mδ(λ′, λ), (A11b)∑
λ

v(p, λ) v̄(p, λ) = pγ −m. (A11c)
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It is convenient to define the specific form of these spinors
such that they correspond to the result of a charge con-
jugation transformation (with a unique phase factor) ap-
plied to the particle spinors. The transformation is of the
form

v(p, λ) = CūT (p, λ) = C(γ0)Tu∗(p, λ), (A12)

where the bispinor matrix C satisfies the conditions

C(γµ)T = −γµC, CT = −C, C†C = 1. (A13)

These conditions specify the form of the matrix C up to
a phase factor. We choose the phase factor such that (in
the standard representation of the gamma matrices)

C ≡ iγ2γ0 =

(
−iσ2

−iσ2

)
, C† = −C. (A14)

With this choice the v-spinors for canonical spin states
are obtained as

vcan(p, λ) =

( √
E −m pσ/|p|
√
E +m

)
(−iσ2)χ∗(λ), (A15)

where we have used the identity

σ2σ∗σ2 = −σ. (A16)

The two-component spinor χ∗(λ) describes the spin wave
function of the antiparticle in the rest frame. The v-
spinors for the LF spin states are obtained as

vLF(p, λ) =
1√
2p+

(
σ3(p+ −m− pTσTσ3)

p+ +m+ pTσTσ
3

)
× (−iσ2)χ∗(λ). (A17)

The relation between the canonical and LF v-spinors is
then

vLF(p, λ) = vcan(p, λ)[χ∗(λ)→ U∗(p)χ∗(λ)] (A18a)

=
∑
λ′

vcan(p, λ′)U∗(p, λ′, λ). (A18b)

Notice that the unitary matrix Eq. (A6) satisfies

σ2U∗σ2 = U , (A19)

which follows from Eq. (A16) and relates the formu-
las for the u- and v-spinors in Eqs. (A5b) and (A18a).

Equation (A18b) follows directly from the definition
Eq. (A12).

We have presented the formulas for canonical and LF
bispinors for a general spin wave function of the particle
at rest, described by the 2-spinors χ(λ). This has helped
us distinguish the two implementations of the Melosh
rotation, as acting on the bispinor wave function or the
spin quantum numbers, Eq. (A5) and (A7), especially
when complex-conjugate spinors are involved. The set
of spinors χ(λ = ± 1

2 ) can be quantized along any fixed
direction. In the LF helicity states in the proper sense
[cf. Sec. IV A] the spinors are quantized along the z-axis,
i.e., chosen as eigenspinors of σ3,

χ(λ = 1
2 ) =

(
1
0

)
, χ(λ = − 1

2 ) =

(
0
1

)
. (A20)

With this choice of spinors the function U(p, λ′, λ) in
Eq. (A7b) formally coincides with the element of the ma-
trix U(p), Eq. (A6), indexed by λ′ and λ, with ( 1

2 ,−
1
2 )

identified with the matrix indices (1, 2),

U(p, λ′, λ) = Uλ′λ(p). (A21)

When using this compact notation one needs to be careful
regarding the order of the matrix indices. In the calcu-
lations in Appendix B we use the form with the general
2-spinors, which is more transparent.

Appendix B: Deuteron light-front wave function

In this appendix we present the deuteron LF wave
function in the 3-dimensional representation in the
CM frame and demonstrate its equivalence to the 4-
dimensional representation of Sec. IV B. In particular, we
derive the relation between the radial wave functions in
the 3-dimensional representation invariant functions and
the 4-dimensional representation, Eq. (4.31).

In the CM frame of the pn configuration, the proton
and neutron 3-momenta (ordinary vector components)
are equal and opposite, Eq. (4.24),

pp[CM] = (E,k), pn[CM] = (E,−k), (B1)

and the configuration is specified by the 3-momentum k.
In this frame the LF wave function can be constructed
as a 3-dimensional wave function in the variable k. One
first constructs a 3-dimensional relativistic wave function
in canonical spin states, which couples the orbital motion
in k with the canonical spin degrees of freedom, and then
applies the Melosh rotation to convert from canonical to
LF helicity states. The result is [81]
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Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd) =
∑
λ′
p,λ′

n

Ψ̃d(k, λ
′
n, λ
′
p|λd) U∗(k, λ′p, λp) U∗(−k, λ′n, λn), (B2a)

Ψ̃d(k, λ
′
n, λ
′
p|λd) =

1√
2
εid(λd)

[
δijf0(k) +

1√
2

(
3kikj

k2
− δij

)
f2(k)

]
χ†(λ′n)

[
σj(iσ2)

]
χ∗(λ′p), (B2b)

U(k, λ′p, λp) ≡ U(pp, λ
′
p, λp)[CM] = χ†(λ′p)

[
E + k3 +m+ kTσTσ

3√
2(E + k3)(E +m)

]
χ(λp), (B2c)

U(−k, λ′n, λn) ≡ U(pn, λ
′
n, λn)[CM] = χ†(λ′n)

[
E − k3 +m− kTσTσ3√

2(E − k3)(E +m)

]
χ(λn). (B2d)

Ψ̃d in Eq. (B2b) is the 3-dimensional relativistic wave
function in the CM momentum k and the canonical spin
variables λ′p and λ′n. The 3-vector εd is the polarization
3-vector of the pn configuration in the CM frame [which
is identical to the deuteron polarization 3-vector in the
deuteron rest frame, cf. Eq. (4.28)], and the 2-spinors χ
describe the spin wave function of the proton and neutron

at rest. Ψ̃d includes the S- and D-waves of the orbital mo-
tion. It has the same form as the nonrelativistic deuteron
wave function; the only difference is in the normalization
of the radial wave functions [77, 81],

4π

∫
dk k2

E(k)
[f20 (k) + f22 (k)] = 1. (B3)

The functions U in Eqs. (B2c) and (B2d) are the Melosh
rotations Eq. (A7b) associated with the proton and neu-
tron 4-momenta in the CM frame, Eq. (B1) (we regard
them here as functions of the 3-vector k). They connect
the canonical spin variables λ′p and λ′n with the LF he-
licities λp and λn. The functions U enter in Eq. (B2a) as
their complex conjugates, because the proton and neu-
tron states are described by complex-conjugate spinors
(the wave function corresponds to the 〈pn|d〉 matrix ele-
ment).

The 3-dimensional representation of the LF wave func-
tion, Eq. (B2), is equivalent to the 4-dimensional repre-
sentation of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.15),

Ψd(αp,ppT ;λp, λn|λd)

= ūLF(pn, λn) [γαG1 + (pp − pn)αG2] vLF(pp, λp)

× εαpn(ppn, λd)

[G1,2 ≡ G1,2(M2
pn)]. (B4)

This can be demonstrated using the invariance properties
of the 4-dimensional expressions. The bilinear forms in
Eq. (B4) are Lorentz invariants and can therefore be eval-
uated with the 4-vectors and bispinors in any collinear
frame. Specifically, we may evaluate them with the 4-

vectors and bispinors in the CM frame,

ūLF(pn, λn)γαvLF(pp, λp)ε
α
pn(ppn, λd)[any coll. frame]

= ūLF(pn, λn)γαvLF(pp, λp)ε
α
pn(ppn, λd)[CM] (B5a)

ūLF(pn, λn)vLF(pp, λp)(pp − pn)αε
α
pn(ppn, λd)[any coll.]

= ūLF(pn, λn)vLF(pp, λp)(pp − pn)αεαpn(ppn, λd)[CM]

(B5b)

The LF bispinors in the CM frame can be expressed in
terms of the canonical bispinors in the CM frame and the
Melosh rotations corresponding to the CM momentum,
cf. Eqs. (A10b) and (A18b),

ūLF(pn, λn)[CM]

=
∑
λ′
n

ūcan(pn, λ
′
n) U∗(pn, λ

′
n, λn)[CM]

=
∑
λ′
n

ūcan(pn, λ
′
n)[CM] U∗(−k, λ′n, λn), (B6a)

vLF(pp, λp)[CM]

=
∑
λ′
p

vcan(pp, λ
′
p) U

∗(pp, λ
′
n, λn)[CM]

=
∑
λ′
p

vcan(pp, λ
′
p)[CM] U∗(k, λ′n, λn), (B6b)

where the k-dependent functions in the last expressions
are the ones given in Eqs. (B2d) and (B2c). Substi-
tuting the specific expressions of Eqs. (B5) and (B6) in
Eq. (B4), and comparing with Eq. (B2), one sees that
the 4-dimensional wave function coincides with the 3-
dimensional one, provided that the 3-dimensional canon-
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ical wave function Ψ̃d in Eq. (B2a) can be identified as

Ψ̃d(k, λ
′
n, λ
′
p|λd)

!
= ūcan(pn, λ

′
n) [γαG1 + (pp − pn)αG2] vcan(pp, λ

′
p)

× εαpn(ppn, λd)[CM], (B7)

which is the same 4-dimensional bilinear form as in
Eq. (B4) but evaluated with the canonical bispinors in
the CM frame. To show that the identification Eq. (B7)

is possible we need to express the bilinear form in terms of
the two-component spinors and match it with the explicit
form of Eq. (B2b). The canonical bispinors in the CM
frame are given by the general expressions Eqs. (A2) and
(A15), evaluated with the CM 4-momenta of Eq. (B1).
The components of the pn spin 4-vector in the CM frame
are given by Eq. (4.28),

εαpn(ppn, λd)[CM] = (0, εd). (B8)

Reducing the bilinear forms in Eq. (B7) to two-
component form, we get

ucan(pn, λ
′
n)vcan(pp, λ

′
p) [CM] = χ†(λ′n) [−2k · σ] (iσ2)χ∗(λ′p), (B9a)

ucan(pn, λ
′
n)γivcan(pp, λ

′
p) [CM] = χ†(λ′n)

[
−2Eσi + 2(E −m)

kik · σ
k2

]
(iσ2)χ∗(λ′p), (B9b)

ucan(pn, λ
′
n)γ0vcan(pp, λ

′
p) [CM] = 0. (B9c)

Altogether, Eq. (B7) becomes

Ψ̃d(k, λ
′
n, λ
′
p|λd)

!
= εid(λd)χ

†(λ′n)

{[
2Eσi − 2(E −m)

kik · σ
k2

]
G1 + 4kik · σG2

}
(iσ2)χ∗(λ′p) (B10)

The expression on the R.H.S. has the same structure
as Eq. (B2b). Matching the coefficients of the S- and
D-wave tensor structures, we obtain the relation of
Eq. (4.31),

G1 =
1

4E

(√
2 f0 − f2

)
, (B11a)

G2 =
1

8Ek2

[√
2(E −m) f0 + (2E +m) f2

]
(B11b)

[
G1,2 ≡ G1,2(M2

pn), f0,2 ≡ f0,2(k)
]
,

where the arguments are related by [cf. Eq. (4.25)]

M2
pn = 4E2 = 4(|k|2 +m2). (B12)

This completes the proof of equivalence of the 3-
dimensional and 4-dimensional representations of the
deuteron LF wve function and determines the 4-
dimensional invariant functions in terms of the 3-
dimensional radial wave functions.
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